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Dear Yorba and Chapman scholars, family members, neighbors, and colleagues,
Welcome to our journalism publishing party, the fourth culminating event of the ongoing
Yorba-Chapman Writing Partnership! It is an honor to be here with you to celebrate our ideas,
research, writing process, and this anthology of journalistic writing that we have created together
these past three months. This special edition of the Toro Times represents our learning together
this spring.
This evening, you will hear from Yorba journalists and Chapman future teachers. The Yorba
journalists have worked hard to brainstorm, research, and write about issues that concern them.
The Chapman mentors have shared that they have enjoyed watching Yorba writers move from
the seeds of an original idea to brainstorms, outlines, multiple drafts, and the final articles you
will hear and read today.
In our teaching of writing course, the Chapman future teachers not only studied methodologies
about the teaching and learning of writing, but also read case studies that exemplify authentic
and responsive pedagogy at the elementary and secondary levels. As we worked with the
adolescent journalists at Yorba, we wrote our own articles so that we could experience and
discuss what it is like to engage the writing process that we were supporting through our
fieldwork. These articles have been included in our anthology.
In both the work at Yorba and Chapman, it has been clear that reading and writing are about
making meaning and participating in the world around us. It has been an honor to help foster
adolescent scholars’ and future educators’ emerging participation in powerful literacies and
pedagogies. Moments like a student’s first time deciding to read a draft aloud for constructively
critical feedback, a future elementary school teacher’s epiphany about the best way to teach
transitions, or writing partners deciding on the best way to begin the next paragraph demonstrate
the value of collaboration and a deep process, and are reflected in the work you will hear tonight.
We have also included critical media production activities as a supplement to our journalistic
articles. These multimodal projects have allowed both Yorba journalists and Chapman future
teachers to think about the ways that information-sharing and meaning-making increasingly go
beyond the written word to include visual media and a wide range of digital production tools.
Thank you to Steve Goodman and Raelene Holmes-Andrews, experienced media producers and
educators, for their guidance and inspiration as we have engaged in this work. We hope that you
will enjoy these projects as well this evening.
We would be remiss if we did not thank those who have made this collaboration possible. This
partnership would not be possible without the support of the The Lloyd and
Elisabeth Klein Legacy Foundation. Your support of this and other important community
projects and partnerships are deeply appreciated. Thank you to Principal Preciado-Martin, former
principal Tracy Knibb, Mrs. Andrea Lopez, and Mrs. Kori Shelton for their dedication to their
students, and to this university-school collaboration.
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Thank you to my amazing colleagues in the Attallah College of Educational Studies for the
support and planning that are making this publishing party event a success. We are deeply
appreciative of the support of Associate Dean Michelle Samura for all that she does for our
college and our partnerships. It goes without saying that this partnership could not exist without
the talents and hard work of the “Queen of Everything,” Kelly McCuen. And, this year, we had
the most amazing Writing Project Coordinators, Ms. Emmery Llewellyn and Ms. Katelyn
Carbajal. Thanks to the dedication of all of these people, we are embarking upon a truly
reciprocal partnership, one that supports young writers and future teachers alike.
Finally, thank you for coming to celebrate our collaboration with us this evening! We appreciate
your being here to engage our writing.

Dr. Noah Asher Golden
Assistant professor of Integrated Educational Studies
April 25th, 2019
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Queridos académicos de Yorba y Chapman, miembros de la familia, vecinos y colegas,
¡Bienvenidos a nuestra fiesta de publicación de periodismo, el quarto evento culminante de la
colaboración de escritura de Yorba-Chapman! Es un honor estar aquí para celebrar nuestras
ideas, investigación, proceso de escritura y esta antología de escritos periodísticos, que hemos
creado juntos en los últimos tres meses. Esta edición especial del Yorba Times representa
nuestro aprendizaje conjunto de esta primavera.
Esta noche, escucharán a los periodistas de Yorba y a futuros maestros de Chapman. Los
periodistas de Yorba han trabajado arduamente para intercambiar ideas, investigar y escribir
sobre temas que les preocupan. Los mentores de Chapman han compartido que han disfrutado
ver a los escritores de Yorba experimentar las varias etapas de escritura, la creación de ideas
originales, los esquemas, los borradores múltiples, y los artículos finales que escucharán y leerán
hoy.
En nuestra enseñanza del curso de escritura, los futuros maestros de Chapman no solo estudiaron
metodologías sobre la enseñanza y el aprendizaje de la escritura, sino que también leyeron
estudios de casos que ejemplifican una pedagogía auténtica y receptiva en los niveles primarios y
secundarios. Mientras trabajábamos con los periodistas de Yorba, escribíamos nuestros propios
artículos para que pudiéramos experimentar y discutir sobre cómo es involucrar el proceso de
escritura que estábamos implementando en nuestro trabajo de campo. Los artículos de los
periodistas de Chapman también han sido incluidos en nuestra antología.
Tanto en el trabajo de Yorba como en el de Chapman, ha quedado claro que la lectura y la
escritura tienen que ver con formar sentido y participar en el mundo que nos rodea. Ha sido un
honor ayudar a fomentar la participación emergente de los estudiantes adolescentes y futuros
educadores en poderosas alfabetizaciones y pedagogías. Momentos como la primera vez que un
alumno decide leer un borrador en voz alta para una crítica constructiva, una epifanía de un
maestro de escuela primaria sobre la mejor manera de enseñar transiciones o compañeros de
escritura que deciden la mejor manera de comenzar el siguiente párrafo, demuestran el valor de
la colaboración y un proceso profundo, y se reflejan en el trabajo que escucharán esta noche.
También hemos incluido actividades críticas de producción de medios, como complemento de
nuestros artículos periodísticos. Estos proyectos multimodales han permitido a los periodistas de
Yorba y a los futuros profesores de Chapman a pensar en las formas en que el intercambio de
información y el significado van más allá de la palabra escrita para incluir medios visuales y una
amplia gama de herramientas de producción digital. Gracias a Steve Goodman y Raelene
Holmes-Andrews, educadores y expertos productores de media, por su guía e inspiración
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conforme nos hemos involucrado a participar en este trabajo. Esperamos que disfruten de estos
esta noche.
Seríamos negligentes si no agradecemos a aquellos que han hecho todo lo posible por el éxito de
la colaboración. Esta colaboración no sería posible sin el apoyo de la Lloyd and
Elisabeth Klein Legacy Foundation. Su apoyo en este y otros proyectos y colaboraciones de la
comunidad son muy apreciados. Gracias a la directora Preciado-Martin, la directora previa Tracy
Knibb, a la Sra. Andrea Lopez, y a la Sra. Kori Shelton, por su dedicación a sus estudiantes, y a
esta colaboración entre la universidad y Yorba.
Gracias a mis increíbles colegas en el Colegio de Estudios Educativos de Attallah por el apoyo y
la planificación que hicieron que este evento editorial fuera un éxito. Estamos profundamente
agradecidos por el apoyo de Associate Dean Michelle Samura por todo lo que hace por nuestro
colegio y nuestras colaboraciones. Está de más decir que esta colaboración no pudiera existir sin
los talentos y el arduo trabajo de la “Reina de Todo,” Kelly McCuen. Y, este año, tuvimos las
coordinadoras de proyecto de escritura más asombrosas, Srta. Emmery Llewellyn and Srta.
Katelyn Carbajal. Gracias a la dedicación de todas estas personas, nos estamos embarcando en
una colaboración verdaderamente recíproca, una que apoya tanto a los escritores jóvenes como a
los futuros maestros.
Finalmente, ¡gracias por venir a celebrar nuestra colaboración con nosotros esta noche!
Apreciamos que esté aquí para involucrar nuestra escritura.

Dr. Noah Asher Golden
Assistant professor of Integrated Educational Studies
April 25th, 2019
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Furry Friends and Their Inmate Companions Work Together to Secure a Brighter Future
By Griffee Albaugh
Do you believe in second chances? Marley’s Mutts Pawsitive Change Prison Program
believes in providing second chances for both human beings and their canine counterparts.
Launched in 2016 by Marley’s Mutts Dog Rescue, Pawsitive Change is a program unique to
California’s state prisons that match death row dogs with prison inmates for the purpose of
relationship building and rehabilitation.
The fourteen week-long program is led by trainers from Marley’s Mutts Dog Rescue and
aims to help inmates acquire a vocational skills and their canine companions with their “Canine
Good Citizen Certification,” tools that will help both parties “...stay out of prisons and/or
shelters--respectively,” according to the organization’s website.
At the forefront of the organization’s mission is the cultivation of meaningful and
emotionally vulnerable relationships between handler and dog. The program’s website offers a
survey of the measures utilized to determine both inmate and canine success; these include, but
are not limited to, “Increased ability to tolerate and experience emotional discomfort in a
constructive manner; increased awareness of the needs and emotions of self and others, and
appropriate responses; increased reported sense of self-esteem and social value; increased signs
of trust and respect with handlers and other humans; and decreased symptoms of nervousness
insecurity, and fear,” according to the program’s outline available on their
website--marleysmutts.org. The program’s founders and facilitators hope that the cultivation of
these qualities, with the support of donors and valuable partnerships between shelters and animal
rescue organizations, will help to greatly reduce California’s prisoner recidivism rate. The
California Innocence Project website, californiainnocenceproject.org, states that, “According to a
2012 report by the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, just over 65% of
those released from California’s prison system return within three years.”
The program gives inmates purpose, re-instills a sense of worth and pride, and requires
them to take responsibility for another being in need. The response to the program has been
powerful and positive. An inmate in the program’s second cycle shared that in prison, “we can’t
show our emotion--it’s considered a weakness. But with this program, we can feel-- give and
received affection. We become cold in [prison]...But these dogs give us a chance to be human.”
With mutual respect, understanding, and a few canine kisses, Pawsitive Change is
revolutionizing the healing processes of both canines and human beings in need.
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The Positive Effects of Marriage
By Tiana Andrade
According to a clinical director who works at the John Hopkins University School of
Medicine, under the division of geriatric psychiatry and neuropsychiatry says that, “... close
social relationships throughout adulthood, including through later life, is related to better
physical health, including lower risk for cardiovascular disease and for overall mortality,” Dr.
Susan W. Lehmann. A recent study from the University of California-Berkeley says that
marriage is actually good for an individual's mental health. The experiment followed 87 married
couples who are in their 40’s-60’s and who have been married for at least 15 years. The couples
engaged in lab work every three to five years for 13 years. They were examined on the following
categories; discussing what has been going on in their lives for the past few years, talk about
conflict within their marriage, and talk about activities they enjoy together as a couple. The
couples were measure for physiological responses including heart rate and respiration.
Meanwhile, trained coders looked into the emotional responses including; anger, sadness, humor,
love etc. The findings of this research “demonstrated an increase in such positive behaviors as
humor and affection and a decrease in negative behaviors such as defensiveness and criticism,”
(Dr. Robert Levenson). So in conclusion, marriage is a healthy insulation for individuals to
maintain a strong and healthy mental capacity.
(article:https://health.usnews.com/health-care/patient-advice/articles/2019-01-11/how-can-marria
ge-be-good-for-mental-health )
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Greek Life and Mental Health Initiatives
By Mitchell Chen
On October 26th, hundreds of students gathered outside Chapman University’s Memorial
Hall to hear an important message: it’s okay to openly talk about mental health. Earlier during
the week, students participated in fun challenges and activities on the same subject. This is all
part of a sorority’s effort to destigmatize mental health.
Fleurish, Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority’s philanthropy event, aims to raise awareness of
mental health. Throughout the week, the sorority had been tabling outside the university’s
Attallah Piazza to fundraise for their cause. They also had fun activities to help promote mental
wellness, which included writing down bad thoughts and tossing them away, as well as writing
positive words and putting them on walls.
The keynote speaker, Ross Szabo, is an award-winning mental health advocate and a
public speaker and author who wrote the book Behind Happy Faces: Taking Charge of Your
Mental Health - A Guide for Young Adults. W
 ithin the book, he talked about his personal
struggles, being diagnosed with bipolar disorder with anger control problems and psychotic
features. He was the Director of Outreach for the National Mental Health Awareness Campaign
and he also served in the Peace Corps for two years. Having visited his brother in the psychiatric
ward and being diagnosed with a disorder himself, he is very passionate about the subject and
strives to “reduce stigma [around mental health], empower others to seek help and educate
people about mental health.”
Grace Zoerner, Kappa Kappa Gamma’s philanthropy chair, commented that Mr. Szabo
gave the audience the opportunity to openly talk about mental health issues and create support
systems for those who need help.
This is the third year the Chapman sorority has held its philanthropy event. This year,
they managed to raise around $20,000. All of the funds raised will be donated to the National
Alliance on Mental Illness, a 501©3 non-profit organization that Mr. Szabo was involved with
which also work with local organizations and volunteers to raise awareness on mental illness and
“provide essential and free education, advocacy and support group programs”, as the website
states.
Mental health is a subject that only recently has been receiving attention. The CDC
reported that one in two adults in the US will develop some sort of mental illness during their
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1

lifetime , whether that be depression, anxiety, or whatever else. Mental illness is also associated
with a variety of other health issues, such as obesity, cancer, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes
2
. Therefore, it is important that we monitor and stay in touch with our mental health to as to
remain connected with other aspects of our health. With mental health being more and more in
the spotlight, there is a lot that can be accomplished if everyone works together to raise
awareness, challenge stereotypes, and devise strategies to combat mental illnesses.

1

Kessler RC, Angermeyer M, Anthony JC, et al. Lifetime prevalence and age-of-onset distributions of mental
disorders in the World Health Organization’s World Mental Health Survey Initiative. World Psychiatry.
2007;6(3):168-176.

Chronic Illness & Mental HealthExternal. Bethesda, MD: National Institutes of Health, National Institute of
Mental Health. 2015.
2
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One Year After the Reeves Hall Renovations, What do Students Think?
By Eric Cho

Reeves Hall, one of the oldest buildings on Chapman University campus, underwent
renovation for the third time in 2017. Since it was first constructed in 1913, Reeves Hall has
been a space of education for 100 years. Renovations ended in January 2018 and on February
23rd, the Attallah College of Educational Studies held a ribbon cutting celebration. The
renovation was completed with brand new projectors, better Wi-Fi, innovative classrooms, and
ADA accessibility improvements.
Classes have been held since the fall semester of 2018, and IES (Integrated Educational
Studies) students have been able to enjoy the results of the renovation. Specifically, in Reeves
Hall, Rooms 1 and 3 have been spaces for faculty and student engagement. Classes in these
rooms utilized the innovative classroom technology such as the Short Throw Projectors which
allow lectures from any side of the classroom or the comfortable seating arrangements of
furniture in Room 1.
Two semesters of classes have been held in these two rooms; what do students think?
Erin Leung, an IES student, is currently taking IES 412 in Room 1 and sees it as an overall
beneficial environment for student learning. “It allows students to feel comfortable,” Leung said,
“It breaks people out of a more rigid demeanor.” When asked about the benefits of the seating
arrangements, she responded, “It allows for people to learn with the position that is the most
helpful.” Also, touching on important topics of disabilities in classrooms, she said “It is more
inclusive for those who have disabilities.” Appreciating what Room 1 represents, Leung also
16

said, “It’s like a comfortable living room, and there’s a strong sense of community.” In IES
classes, students are involved with many methods of teaching: essentialist, traditional classrooms
and progressive, experimental classrooms. Room 1 provides an authentic experience for future
educators to test out different classroom arrangements, having the unique chance to plan for the
future.
These classrooms, however, are wildly different from a traditional classroom. Alana
Caires, another IES student, said, “I prefer taking my notes on paper, so the lack of desks makes
that kind of difficult.” Room 1 is strongly geared towards keeping up with the advancements in
technology and including innovative seating arrangements. However, at times, as Caires shared,
these changes may not be the best for everyone. Still, she appreciated what the open-environment
classroom provides for discussion. “On the other hand, I think it is great for discussion-heavy
classes like IES and the overall community of students,” she said. Leung and Caires shared their
thoughts on how these types of classrooms have the potential to improve the sense of community
and closeness for students. Caires’ preference for traditional desks, on the other hand, shows the
reality that some students may resist innovation. This fittingly reflects the role that educators
play in being aware of what ultimately benefits student learning.
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Know What You Eat, Especially With Your Meat
By Kimberly Contreras, Minerva Ipatzi, and Natalie Oporta
Farm animal abuse includes when the cages of animals are overcrowded with unnatural
light patterns and when workers are rough and abusive. In order to keep animals alive until
slaughter, farmers routinely feed animals antibiotics. Factory farming is a way to make animal
products, where animals are paying the price. People have been getting infected with germs like
salmonella by ingesting animal products. The Socially Responsible Agriculture Project believes
if you keep an animal healthy and treat it well, it will produce a higher quality product for
consumers. 10 billion farm animals are raised each year in the U.S. and are treated in a way that
consumers would not accept. The organization known as Certified Humane thinks consumers
would prefer that animals be treated as they should. For example, they should be able to move
around freely, be able to eat as much as they need, and not have to have a specific amount. Their
goal is to help make the life of farm animals life better by increasing demand for humane farm
animal practices.
Some studies examine animal cruelty rights as a broad movement. Because of the rising
population, scientists invented factory farming to develop animal products quicker. For nearly 50
years, chickens were the only factory farmed animals. Then, in the 1970’s pig farmers started
factory farming their animals. Today, nearly 95% of farm animals are factory farmed for human
consumption. So the farm food you’re eating won’t always be very healthy. There is also farm
animal welfare. Farm animal welfare is caring for the animal and the exact opposite of factory
farming. Farm animal welfare means when an animal copies the conditions it lives in. This isn’t
as common in the United States of America as it is in Europe because farm animal welfare
occurs slower in the USA. If you go to a grocery store, many of the products they sell could be
from a factory farm and you just don’t notice it.
Over 95% of farm animal abuse is in the United States. The U.S raises and slaughters
chickens 10 times more than any other animal. In the U.S, over 100 million pigs are raised in
inhumane conditions and slaughtered. Hens that lay eggs are starved and exposed to changing
light patterns to shock their bodies into molting, 5% to 10% of chickens die during this process.
Also, the management of animals raised for food impacts humans health. 5% to 10% farms force
molting on hens to trick the hens bodies for higher levels of egg production. One thing that
happens to farm animals like hens and chickens is debeaking. Debeaking is when farmers take
off a chicken's beak so that they don’t resort to cannibalism due to stress.
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Chicken’s, turkey’s, and duck’s beaks are usually removed to stop cannibalism and
excessive feather picking. Birds usually act like this when they are stressed or overcrowded.
Chickens, cows, and pigs are treated with hormones and antibiotics as an attempt to keep them
“healthy” for human consumption. Two out of three farm animals are now factory farmed.
Chickens are usually either bred for their meat or for their eggs. Either way, both of these types of
chickens suffer from physical problems due to genetic mutations.
PETA is an animal rights organization that focuses its attention on animal abuse in
laboratories, clothing trade and in the food industry. PETA is the largest animal rights
organization in the world with more than 6.5 million members and people who support it. PETA
also works on animals like rodents, birds, and animals that can be considered pests. They work
through places like public education, investigations, research, animal rescue, legislation, special
events, celebrity investigations, and protest campaigns. PETA has also written many articles
about farm animal abuse and the behind the scenes of the industry behind meat and dairy.
We learned so many things in this article. But for a fact farm animals are suffering and
they need our help. Here are some ways you can help out. One way you can help is by joining an
organization that supports saving farm animals. You could help by supporting other
organizations. Another way you can help save farm animals is by going vegan or vegetarian. Eat
less meat and dairy. What you have learned you could tell family, friends and neighbors.
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School Violence
By Jorge Cortes
On January 24, 2019, five juveniles were arrested following a large fight at Clay High
School. Three St. Joseph County Police officers suffered minor injuries in the incident. There
were smaller fights throughout the day and if they did something about it, it would have probably
prevented the big fight that got the students arrested and it would have probably also prevented
the 3 St. Joseph County Police officers from suffering minor injuries.
School violence can happen anywhere around the world and anytime. A real life example
would be in “2011 20% of high school students were bullied at school and 33% reported being in
a physical fight” (“11 Facts About School Violence”). School violence is bad because it makes
students feel uncomfortable in school when they are supposed to feel safe.
The fight that occurred that day at Clay High School in St. Joseph County, Indiana was
after school during dismissal. The students felt that the school wouldn't really get involved
because the violence gets worse after school and unfortunately it’s everywhere. The School
Resource officer was treated after being punched in the face and two other deputies sought
treatment for minor injuries to their legs. None of the injuries were considered serious. A police
officer that was on the scene said “Looked like it was a struggle over there lot of kids going
crazy.’’
School violence is bad because it doesn’t just hurt you but it hurts other people as well.
Over 3.2 million students are victims of bullying every year. And approximately 160,000 teens
skip school everyday because of bullying. (“11 Facts About Bullying”).
The bigger picture of this story is that school violence is bad and if you can stop it you
should. If you feel like bullying, you should take a walk in the other people shoes and see what
they feel. School violence is a problem because students don’t feel safe at school and they can’t
concentrate because they might be scared of getting bullied.
All in all, school violence also affects other people like parents or relatives because if
their kid is getting bullied and they find out they will feel angry and go to the school and find out
what is happening. It also affects students that go to that same school because they might be
scared to go to school. If you get bullied, you should tell a teacher about it because they will get
the bully in trouble and they won’t say that you told on him or her. But one downside is that 1 in
4 teachers see nothing wrong with bullying and will only interfere 4% of the time (“11 Facts
About Bullying”).
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https://www.dosomething.org/facts/11-facts-about-bullying
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https://certifiedhumane.org/how-we-work/fact-sheet/
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Closet Detention
By Wendy Flores & Victoria Soto
Have you ever been dress coded? According to the National Center for Educational
Statistics, as of the 2007-2008 school year, 16.5% of all the public schools in the United States
required students to wear uniforms. In addition, 54% enforce a strict dress code. The purpose of
the dress code is to provide guidance to students and parents as to appropriate attire for school
and any school function. The majority of students think uniforms are a bad idea as they force
them to be the same as everyone else. For example, if students have dress code they won't be
able to express themselves through their own style.
The first school dress code law was established in 1969 by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Sometimes clothing can tell us something about what type of person we are based on our looks.
There are many pros and cons for dress code. Some pros about dress code are that they prevent
gangs from forming, encourage discipline, and help prevent the pressure of buying trendy
clothes. The cons of dress code are that it violates the right to freedom of expression, makes
students a target for bullies from other schools, and is a financial burden for poor families.
We walked around our school and interviewed one girl and one boy from each grade
level. We started with 6th grade and interviewed Jesus C. He went to California Elementary
School and didn't really like the strict dress code. We asked if he had gotten dress coded last year
and he said yes, by Ms. Torres. Next, we asked which school he would go to if he were to get
expelled for getting dress coded every day. Jesus told us he would go to Portola. After that, we
did the same thing to each grade level and to each student. We noticed a lot of students telling us
that we should and shouldn't have dress code for many different reasons.
Afterwards we interviewed a 6th grade girl named Lindsy Soto. We asked Lindsy the
same questions. She said that she went to Taft and California for elementary school, but she said
that California wasn’t the best. As we were asking about dress code, she said they didn’t really
make them wear anything specific. We asked if she were to get dress coded, who would she
think would be the one to dress code her? She responded Ms. Torres. Then, we interviewed two
7th graders.
The first 7th grader we interviewed was Jonluca. He went to California Elementary. He
said that they wouldn’t make them wear anything specific. He also said that California
Elementary wasn’t the best. After, we interviewed a girl named Yvette who went to West Orange
Elementary and she said that West Orange was a good school. She said that they didn’t really
make them wear anything specific. We asked them both what school they would go to if they
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were to be expelled for breaking the dress code rules. One said Portola and the other said Cerro
Villa.
I’d say the interviews we got helped us find out a lot of information such as why or why
not dress code is relevant. The majority of students, which was around 25 students, said they
don’t want dress code. The other 8 were the teachers or adults, who said students should have a
dress code. One of the teachers said we should have a dress code since most students wouldn't
know what to wear or would be judged by what they wear. Many of them had dress code in
elementary themselves. Some of their schools were strict and some of them weren't. As you see
here, there are many different opinions on dress code. We got the opinions of a lot of people. As
you can tell, they all had different experiences but they’ve all ended up at Yorba Middle School
and shared the experiences of their current dress code. Some of the students have the same
experiences here of how they’ve gotten dress coded.

Resources :
https://www.findlaw.com/
https://m.koshercasual.com/5-Benefits-of-a-School-Dress-Code_b.htm
https://www.adl.org/education/resources/tools-and-strategiesd-unfair-about-student-dress-codes
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Problematic Society and How to Get Help
By David Hernandez, Kendall Hill, Ryan Guzman
The U.S. is the most depressed and problematic society, according to the World Health
Organization. Why is the U.S. the most problematic? What causes this to happen? Well here is
some research about why this happens to our society and resources to help deal with anxiety and
depression.
Mental health has been around for a very long time. People have problems with their
health in different situations. Children, teens, and adults go through depression and not all
victims can fight through that time of their life.
After talking to our school counselor (Mr. Garcia), we learned more information about
our topic. There are many components to mental health issues including anxiety and depression.
You can help yourself by reaching out to the appropriate resources you have.
One issue that had been brought up was that many kids have anxiety simply because of
social media. You can become anxious because of people bothering you online. A key thing to
know is that you cannot control others actions but your own. So if people are bothering you on
the internet, a good way to solve that problem is to block them or get off completely.
Depression can be very tricky. Yes, it is treatable. However, if the person does not seek
the help they need or doesn't want any, then that’s their choice and you can’t stop it. It is hard to
get students to open up about what they are going through but that’s the only way they can get
help. It has also been known that depression can be caused by a chemical imbalance. However,
there are many other causes like faulty mood regulation by the brain, genetic vulnerability,
stressful life events, and medical problems.
It can sometimes be very easy to spot signs of depression or anxiety. It is key to know if
someone is depressed or has anxiety because then you can further help them. Some signs in
schools can be not turning in work because of lack of focus, change in behavior, lost in interest
of things they used to like, and/or mood swings. It is necessary to find help to fix these problems
if these signs are shown.
WebMD can be a great online resources for those struggling with mental illness.
According to their customers on the website, their therapists are very compassionate and
understanding. They help people combat OCD, depression, and anxiety. One of their customers
wrote a review about being able to open up to them even though she is a very private person. She
stated, “all I can offer is my thanks, which seems very inadequate in comparison to all that
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you’ve done for me and others in the group.” This is more of a long term resource. It’s also one
of many helpful resources to help battle depression and anxiety.
Another reliable resource is the suicide prevention hotline, 1-800-273-8255. It is a
national network that provides free emotional support for people who are suicidal or depressed.
They provide service for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. They’re committed to providing crisis
services and advancing suicide prevention. They dedicate their time to providing people with
resources to keep everyone happy. The suicide hotline will always be a helpful resource towards
suicidal thoughts or actions.
One last helpful source can be counseling. Regular counseling or school counseling are both
options. However, they are pretty much two different things. School counseling can be a quick
helpful session but it is rather short. School counselors aren't necessarily trained in the same
areas. They only get trained a little bit and only about ways to help school students. Obviously
they can still help with your problems but they can’t treat them. They’ll most likely give you
outside resources to help treat your illness. Outside counselors have more training and are known
to be able to help more with your problems. There are way more ways in finding help if you seek
it.
Depression and anxiety are just a few of the many more problems and issues that people
might be having. Everyone needs to know that you can always find help and that you’re not
alone. Many people suffer from severe depression which is sad but it is also normal. Similarly,
anxiety is not rare and many people can have both. There are many reliable resources for people
struggling with depression or anxiety if they find help.
A lot of people have gone through depression or have had a hard time in their life. They
can either seek for help or they just run from their problems and give up, but one should never
give up because there are ways to prevent depression. Whether that be a hotline, a website, or a
friend, there is always a way to help you through that time of your life.
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Pink Tax
By Jose Lopez Huerta
Did you know that women pay about $2.71 more than men on shampoo? Did you know
that women pay almost $4.00 more on razors than men? The reason why female consumers pay
more for their products such as shampoo, deodorant, and razors is because companies realized
they could get more money off of female consumers. According to the Washington Post,
companies are getting more money off of female consumers because women use more products
than males, and therefore companies started taxing products such as razors, shampoo, deodorant
and tampons. This tax is known as the Pink Tax. The Pink Tax may affect female consumers, but
it impacts the lives of low-income women or single mothers, and they don't even notice. The
5-75% D.C sales tax, which is uniformly on all taxable purchases regardless of income level, is
regressive.
The Pink Tax, or more commonly known as the tampon tax, was started back in June of
2018 because companies realized they could make more money off of female consumers. About
14 out of the 50 states don’t tax female products. Taryn Hillin who is a Journalist for the medi
company Fusion said, “For those uninitiated in the country’s tax codes, most states tax all
‘tangible personal property’ but make exemptions for select ‘necessities.’” Things that are
considered necessities usually include groceries, food stamp purchases, medical purchases,
clothes, and agriculture supplies. The lists of exemptions vary from state to state.” Some of the
confirmed states that exempt from the sales tax are Connecticut, Florida, illinois, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. This is a good first step
towards gender equality because it is unfair that women have to pay more than men on the same
products.
I had a conversation with some female students that attend Yorba Middle School about
the Pink Tax. The first student said “I think the Pink Tax is about a protest regarding taxes”. A
second student mentioned, “It is a waste of women’s money, it should be equal to men’s
products”, while the third said, “companies should find a different way of making money instead
of taxing the women”.
The Pink Tax is hurting more and more women in the U.S than ever before. For the
future, “The D.C. Council should support the mayor and women and girls who live and work in
the District by funding the menstrual products sales-tax exemption in the 2019 budget”, as stated
by the Washington Post. By cutting down on taxes on feminine products, future women will not
have to pay the high taxes seen today.
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Animals Have Rights Too
By Gerard Villaseñor

PETA welcomes Herbal Essence on to the “Beauty without Bunnies List

Every year, more than 100 million animals of all species are tortured and killed in the
U.S. for human consumption, medical experiments, and even cosmetic testing. PETA, or the
People for Ethical Treatment of Animals, organization has been gaining massive support over the
last few years in order to bring animal cruelty to an end.
Founded in 1980 in Norfolk, Virginia, PETA has been dedicated to being a voice for
helpless animals that cannot defend themselves. PETA believes that animals should not be
mistreated because they, like humans, feel pain and suffering. Today, PETA has more than 6.5
million members and supporters making it the largest animal rights organization in the world.
This organization focuses on four areas in which animals suffer the most for the longer periods
of time: laboratories, the food industry, clothing trade, and the entertainment industry. Through
public education, investigations, research, legislation, special events, and protest campaigns,
PETA hopes to bring an end to animal suffering and cruelty.
Lori Kettler, PETA’s Senior Regulatory Counsel, shared about her experience helping
animals through this organization. “My ‘clients’ have included seven polar bears who were
trucked through the heat of Central America by a traveling circus...and [even] chickens in a
slaughterhouse who were used as ‘punching bags’ by the facility’s workers,” she stated. Almost
anyone involved with PETA has vivid anecdotes such as the one above to share with the world.
PETA is only able to help so many animals through public support and contributions.
According to their 2018 financial statements, contributions to PETA made up over $54 million
with merchandise sales and royalties composing a little over $2 million for the year. With those
donations and profits, PETA was able to organize more than 3,600 demonstrations, sterilize more
than 11,600 cats and dogs using the mobile clinic, book more than 3,500 radio, TV, and print
interviews, and donate more than 1,500 bales of straw for animals around the country in 2018.
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Along with continued public support, PETA hopes to continue bringing awareness to
people in all walks of life about the cruel world animals are having to live in every day. PETA
said it best, “Animals are not ours to eat, wear, experiment on, use for entertainment, or abuse in
any other way.”
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Hope, Horses, and Happiness
By Griffee Albaugh
“We exist to change your life. (https://www.sheacenter.org/about/our-mission/)” This
positive message is scrawled across the hoodies, t-shirts,
and baseball caps of volunteers, clients, and therapists at
the J.F. Shea Center for Therapeutic Riding. The J.F.
Shea Center has been, “improving the lives of people
with disabilities through therapeutic horse-related
activities” since 1978 according to the organization’s
website. In 2016, a pint-sized client with curly blonde
hair peeking out from beneath her riding helmet stole
the hearts of the organization’s furry and human
therapists.
Jaxlee was diagnosed with cerebral palsy at age two and started riding at the J.F. Shea
Center shortly thereafter per a family friend’s recommendation, her mother shared in a video
interview about Jaxlee’s experience riding at the center. According to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), cerebral palsy “is caused by abnormal brain development or
damage to the developing brain that affects a person’s ability to control his or her muscles.”
Jaxlee’s hunched posture and lack of trunk strength, inability to utilize her fingers and hands to
grasp, and limited verbal engagement prior to her therapy at the J.F. Shea center aligned with the
characteristics of cerebral palsy as defined by the CDC.
A year into her equine therapy, Jaxlee’s progress is astounding. As a volunteer myself,
I’ve witnessed the changes with my own eyes. Jaxlee cried inconsolably through her first few
rides at the center, but she and her parents persisted until the weekly rides became a positive and
transformative experience characterized by smiles, laughter, and Taylor Swift sing-alongs. In the
center’s Fall 2017 newsletter her mother Emily shared, “‘[Jaxlee] verbalizes more; eats more
food orally; her gross motor skills have improved and she can stand for a few seconds with
minimal support. Jaxlee can crawl, which she couldn’t do before because her arms were weak,
and she can ride the horse on her hands and knees and even stand up.’”
The physical changes have provided Jaxlee with greater mobility and independence and
her parents with great hope for her future and continued progress. Emily beamed as she noted
that Jaxlee’s time at the center, “has become that magical experience that I was hoping for and
dreaming of when we first started.” Thanks to her dedicated team of therapists and volunteers,
both four and two-legged, Jaxlee’s making strides towards a brighter future each time she settles
into her saddle.
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Anxiety and College Students
By Isa Basche
A junior college student at Chapman University wakes up at 7:30AM in the morning to
her alarm blaring. Shoot. She’s going to be late to her 8AM.
She hops out of bed and immediately into the shower. By the time she is washed, dressed,
and rushing out of her dorm it is 7:55AM. She’s going to be late.
She rushes to class with her heart beating and a gross feeling in her stomach. What if her
grade gets docked for being late? What if the teacher calls her out in front of everyone? What if
everyone looks at her as she walks?
She makes it to class five minutes late and finds a seat. Class has barely started and no
one notices as she walks in through the back. She takes a deep breath but can’t get rid of the fear
and anxiety sitting in her chest.
Class ends and she rushes to work. She works on campus as a tour guide. She begins
talking to prospective students and their families, answering questions and listening to their
concerns. Despite her smile and positive attitude, the anxiety is still there, sitting in her chest,
weighing her down.
She continues with the rest of her day, running from work, to class, to work, still feeling
the constant fear and stress. With barely enough time to eat, rest, or breathe, she keeps pushing
up until midnight, when she finally gets home, brushes her teeth, and flops into bed.
Even though she is home and in bed, her anxiety is still there. She takes several deep
breaths, trying to relax, but the constant stress from the day, and the fear of the days ahead are
still weighing on her, inhibiting a restful, relaxing, and much needed sleep.
Her story isn’t a unique one. In fact, the onset of an anxiety disorder is most likely to
occur during college years. According to the Anxiety and Depression Association of America,
75% of adults experience their first anxiety episode before the age of 22.
Why does the college experience, a period in life that is often talked about as being the
best years of one’s life, the cause of so much anxiety in young adults? The answer is simple.
College students are faced with too much responsibility and too much pressure. In fact, “85% of
college students reported they had felt overwhelmed by everything they had to do at some point
within the past year” (https://adaa.org/finding-help/helping-others/college-students/facts). Just
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like the women described above, students are expected to do more than simply go to class and
get good grades. Students are going to school full time, working full time, involved in on-campus
organization's, applying for internships, and attempting to have a social life. They are constantly
being pulled in multiple directions, trying to overperform others, and competing to be the best, or
simply just to stay afloat in this complex world.
If you are a college student facing similar anxiety issues, know that you are not alone and
that there are plenty of resources available to you. Specifically at Chapman University, Student
Psychological Counseling Services offers free, short term counseling for all full-time students.
Students have the opportunity to attend eight counseling sessions over the period of the semester.
For many students dealing with these psychological issues, attending counseling sessions can be
very beneficial. Especially when students are going through transitional periods or high-stress
times, having a skilled professional to help a student cope with their anxiety can be incredibly
helpful.
Unfortunately, many students are afraid to ask for help as there is a negative stigma
against mental health issues and asking for assistance. In fact, “40% of students with diagnosable
mental health conditions did not seek help,” and, “concern of stigma is the number one reason
students do not seek help” (https://adaa.org/finding-help/helping-others/college-students/facts).
Many students fear judgement for experiencing these issues, despite an overwhelming majority
of students also experiencing the same thing.
Mental health issues, specifically anxiety-based disorders, are a major problem facing
college students today, experienced by students all over the country. Thankfully, there are ways
students can reach out for help, we simply need to change the stigma felt by many and turn the
discussion towards encouraging many to get help.
Lucky for the student mentioned at the beginning of this article, she had supportive and
kind friends ready to help her and push her to get help from her campus’s psychological center.
Now when she gets up in the morning, the weight on her chest isn’t as heavy. She isn’t hopeless
and she knows her heart is filled with support and love.
https://adaa.org/finding-help/helping-others/college-students/facts
https://www.chapman.edu/students/health-and-safety/psychological-counseling/index.aspx
https://www.csc.edu/bit/resources/statistics/
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Golden Gamers
By Anthony Castro, Adolfo Bello, and Raymond Ferman

Golden_Gamer67 is a 67 year old man that got mad while playing Zombie Rush because
he kept on getting killed by the zombies. He really needs a new PC to experience less lag since
studies show that video games can actually help seniors maintain good cognitive health.
Did you know that there are organizations that help seniors with their health? These
organizations make video games for seniors to help with their cognitive health such as reflexes
like decision making, memory, and social skills that provide cognitive benefits for the future. In
addition, seniors become more social with the help of video games. Video games can also help
seniors gain faster reflexes. With all of this, the organization calls the seniors Golden Gamers.
Golden_Gamer67 has rejoined the game, ready to defeat more zombies! Everyone is
taking heavy damage, but Golden_Gamer67 is still fighting. Wave one complete!
There is great potential for digital action games originally developed for the
entertainment of young adults to produce cognitive benefits in older adults. Nintendo’s Brain
Age 2 game, which involves simple cognitive activities, has been marketed to older adults as a
game that improves cognition. Video games are like real life because you can experience
visually stimulating virtual environments, which means seniors can improve real life skills. Other
games such as Tetris and Red Dead Redemption also help with cognition.
A few hours later, Golden_Gamer67 is still playing Zombie Rush. Everyone in the game
is suffering heavy damage, but they successfully completed wave two.
Each senior has a different mindset, which means that they have different preferences,
like favorite video games. Studies show the efficacy of games for older adults being good for
their cognitive health. Positive findings could encourage video game companies to work with
cognitive scientists and make games that help seniors. If video game companies continue
working with cognitive scientists, in the future there will be many games that seniors could
choose to help them with their health.
A few years later, Golden_Gamer67 is still playing Zombie Rush. He is very tired, but he
must continue (playing too many video games can cause you to be very tired). So many people
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have been killed by zombies that the only players left are him and one other. That gamer is called
Golden_Gamer68. They are working very hard to complete the wave. They continue fighting and
complete wave three. Even though it takes a twelve year old five minutes to complete a wave, it
took many years for Golden_Gamer67 to make it to wave three. Although it took a long time, the
benefits that Golden_Gamer 67 is getting from playing video games includes having an easier
time reading books and also having efficient hand eye coordination that improves social skills.
Although games were originally developed for young adults, the seniors can actually
“level up” their health by playing games. If more games that help seniors out come in the future,
then the health of seniors will be better than ever before.
Works Cited
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4130645
http://www.jneurosci.org/content/35/49/16116
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Show Some Love for the Pitbulls
By Paul Callahan
Pitbull Terriers are currently one of the most misunderstood breeds of dogs out in the
world. Pitbulls have been linked to aggressive behavior towards humans, other dogs, and even
children. Personally, I am a huge fan of all dogs, big, small, fluffy, and ‘aggressive.’ I had never
had an experience with a pit bull until late last year. Around November of 2018 one of my
roommate’s girlfriend was told that her next foster dog would be a three-year-old female Pitbull
named Maui. Most of the dogs they had fostered before were much smaller and considered to be
more tame than this one. All of the people in the foster house did not have any prior experience
with Pitbulls either, so they didn’t know what to expect. Their initial reaction, like most, was
feeling concerned about how to train her, and if she was going to be well-behaved or as
aggressive as they are commonly portrayed in the media. One of the biggest misconceptions is
that Pitbulls are always aggressive, but like most dogs, those that have had past owners who
neglected or abused them tend to develop in a more defensive and less trusting manner.
Maui’s previous owner did not treat her appropriately thus the need for a foster family.
My roommate's initial reaction was quite concerned, but his girlfriend was determined to make
Maui feel safe and welcome in this new home. I interviewed my roommate’s girlfriend and asked
her questions about training, her thoughts before getting Maui, and her thoughts after taking care
of her for three months. She said “I knew within the first five minutes of meeting Maui that she
was a sweetheart”. Since Maui is three years old she still has quite a bit of energy, so when she
started to get comfortable in the house she would sometimes be a lot to handle. She also
discussed that out of all the foster dogs to train, Maui was the most work, but that does not make
her a threat to other dogs or humans.
I also asked her about what one of the most difficult or saddening things to see when
going out in public with Maui was, and she said that “Something difficult to see was while going
on walks, if another individual was approaching us, they would tend to cross the street in order to
avoid Maui. They did not even give her a chance to make their own impression.” One time, they
decided to take Maui to a dog park and they had nothing but positive things to say about her
experience with the other dogs and owners. She was playing and running around like any other
dog would.
Pitbulls look scary and can be aggressive if they are trained that way. There is a
misconception that the only people who own them are drug dealers or thugs. In these cases, they
would be training the dogs to attack or be aggressive towards trespassers and unfamiliar faces.
There is also a misconception that all four different breeds of pit bulls are fighting dogs.
According to an article regarding the same subject on national geographic, “they don’t have that
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heritage. The fact that they get lumped in is part of the problem because we’re basing things on
what they look like and not necessarily what they are”. This is why it is hard for people to see
pitbulls as individuals. Like every child, they are born and raised into a family. How that family
nurtures them and treats them plays a key role in who they develop into. This lumping of breeds
together goes hand in hand with the news stories being reported about fatalities caused by dogs.
In reality, you have a 1 in 10 million chance of getting killed by a dog in any given year in the
US. Sadly these are the only news stories that get reported about Pitbulls which is why there is
such a negative stigma around this specific type of breed. At the end of the day, Pitbulls are like
any other dog. How they are raised, trained, and treated will have a major impact as to what type
of dog they will become.

http://www.humanesocietyhbg.org/Media/pdfs/Pit_Bull_Myths.pdf
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/07/pit-bull-ban-aggressive-dog-breed-bronwen-dicke
y/
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 itbulls Aren’t That Bad
P
 y Olivia Coston and Julie Ornelas
B
The amount of Pit Bulls that are in the United States is roughly 3-5 million. The term
‘pitbull’ categorizes three main breeds of canine: the American Pit Bull Terrier, the American
Staffordshire Terrier, and the Staffordshire Bull Terrier. Their names were changed to pit bulls as
a nickname in the 1000s when they were used to help round up bulls by latching onto the nose
until the bull got tired. Now, pitbull is the dog’s most common name and it is used more
frequently than anything else. Later, dog fights became popular and even after it became illegal,
it continued to be a common pass time.
This breed of dog has fallen victim to Breed Specific legislation, or BSL. This has
resulted in them being the most euthanized breed by far. It is known that pit bulls and pit bull
mixes take up about 33% of shelter intakes nationally. In larger cities, it can peak to
approximately 65%. The worst part is that about 75% of municipal shelters euthanize pit bulls
immediately upon intake, without them ever having a chance for adoption. Not to mention that
those that are offered up for adoption end up as the first chosen for euthanasia when
overcrowding forces the shelter’s hand and decisions have to be made. Some studies show that
up to 1 million pits are put down per year. That’s about 2,800 per day. Some estimates are up to
double that number. In the Los Angeles area alone, 200 pits per day are put to sleep. A study by
the organization Animal People reports that there is a 93% euthanasia rate for pit bulls.
Currently, only one in about 600 pits end up finding a forever home. The problem is easy to find:
there are too many pits and not enough people willing to adopt them. Shelters become
overwhelmed with dogs who demand space and funds for their care and medical treatment.
Someone needs to give back. It’s the animals, most often pit bulls, that give their very lives.
There are some states that have BSL laws. This means that pitbulls are banned in places
such as Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri. These are just a few of the states in the US that enforce
these laws. Hundreds of towns and cities in these three states have enacted breed legislation for
many so called “bully breeds”. Other states have had laws were they allow the government to
pass their own laws banning these breeds or even banning the owners if their pitbull “appears’’
to be dangerous. If you are a pitbull owner, you and your pitbull will get snubbed in some of the
worst states ever where pitbulls are banned such as Iowa and Kentucky. In some states there are
over 90 municipalities that have BSL laws. These states are Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio,
Mississippi, Wisconsin, Michigan, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Kentucky.
There are many accounts of pitbulls saving people. One of these accounts was of a dog
named Ember which the Daniels family had adopted from a rescue organization. The dog soon
grew extremely attached to the family’s son, a 10 year old boy named Tre. Every night, she
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would sit at the end of his bed. One day, Tre’s mother found Ember pacing far from her usual
spot. Knowing something was wrong, she followed Ember to the bathroom where Tre’s feet
were hanging outside the tub. The boy had a seizure and thanks to this loving pit bull’s quick
reaction, Tre was rushed to the hospital where he got the attention he needed. Another account of
this is an incident involving Rhonda and Evelyn Westenberger who had woke from their slumber
to, Baby, the pitbull jumping on them and barking. They knew something was horribly wrong
when smoke filled the room. They hurried to get outside but by the time they made it out, the fire
was already out of control. If their loving dog hadn’t woken them up, they probably wouldn’t
have been able to get out in time. But their loving pet wasn’t done with her rescue efforts yet.
She dashed back into the burning building to save the other five dogs who were trapped inside.
She had led them out of the flames and even grabbed one scared pup who had been hiding under
the bed and dragged them by the neck to safety. Baby managed to save her whole family,
humans and pups alike.
These dogs have had a rough patch. Even their name has been concealed from many
people’s minds. The true name of this magnificent breed is the English Staffordshire Terrier
which sounds a lot less violent than their current title of pitbull. Many people believe that this
breed is dangerous when the problem isn’t the dog at all. What people fail to realize is that it is
the people who make a dog this way. “I’m suspicious of people who aren’t interested in dogs,
but I trust a dog when it doesn’t like a person,” says Bill Murray.
Pitbulls are a relatively healthy breed. It is true that any breed (including mixed breeds)
can inherit genetic issues. Thousands of Pit Bulls have genetic issues but rarely are fatal. These
genetic problems are not found in all — or even many — Pit Bulls. On the matter of grooming
them, their short coats take very little time to wash and need very little care. They also don’t
need to be bathed much. Pitbulls don’t need to be brushed a lot either, even though they like it.
This breed is super devoted, because once you adopt one, you have an awesome friend for life.
Some pitbulls are not the best guard dogs because they just love people and kids too much.
Although, if you threaten to hurt their owner they might step in and protect them. They love to
cuddle anywhere you are, like on the couch, your bed, your chair, and your lap, even though they
know they are too big. Lastly, the #1 reason why pitbulls are awesome: their smile. :) Really, it’s
their smile because if you’re in a bad mood, you can just look at your pitbull’s smile.

http://saveabullmn.org/pit-bulls-and-euthanasia-rates/
https://petset.com/what-states-dont-allow-pit-bulls/
https://dogtime.com/trending/30095-5-pit-bulls-saved-owners-lives
https://www.petfinder.com/pet-adoption/dog-adoption/reasons-why-pit-bulls-rule/
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GRETA.
By Jane Gore
In March of 2019, a 16-year-old teen from Sweden was nominated for this year’s Nobel
Peace Prize. This young candidate is Greta Thunberg, who has introduced herself on Twitter as a
“16 year old climate activist with Asperger.” Greta is known for her Fridays for Future
movement, where students from all over the world miss school on Fridays to protest climate
change. This all began in August of last year when Greta’s first school strike was held in front of
the Swedish parliament building (Belkhyr, 2019). This single event sparked the movement that
has her skipping school nearly every Friday.
These absences are for a good cause, though; as Greta has had many opportunities to
advocate for change on large, public platforms. She gave a TED Talk in November 2018 and was
a speaker at the UN Climate Talks in December 2018 and the World Economic Forum in January
2019 (BBC, 2019). With these accomplishments came many accolades for the young activist.
For her first performance at TEDxStockholm, she received Germany’s Golden Camera Award
(Belkhyr, 2019). Aside from her Nobel Peace Prize nomination, Greta has also been nominated
for France’s Freedom Prize. Greta has been widely recognized for her commitment to climate
change, but fame and honor are not what she is fighting for.
Greta, who the press has coined a “climate change warrior,” says she became motivated
to make a difference because she could not stop worrying about our planet’s future (Watts,
2019). This worry sent her into a depression that only authentic discussions about the reality of
the situation could improve. After many long talks with her parents, she realized the power of
persuasion and was confident that she could make a difference. Ever since, she has been turning
her worries into will power: “I don’t want you to be hopeful. I want you to panic. I want you to
feel the fear I feel every day. And then I want you to act” (Watts, 2019). Greta Thunberg is just a
girl who cares about our planet; but unlike most of us on this earth, she is actually doing
something about it.
References
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Pinkbulls are the Newest Accessory
By Jiva Jimmons

Photo by Rebekah Nemethy

Pitbulls are the “poster child” for aggressive dogs. They are characterized to maul and
injure innocent victims; society has blamed their genetic makeup for their behaviors. We have
instilled this negative stereotype by creating restrictions and laws impose on this specific breed
in many public areas.
Petco and Petsmart are two of the most common pet store companies. At Petsmart’s
Kennel hotel, pitbulls must be placed in their own individual kennel and have a separate play
time from the rest of the dogs. Only siblings of a pitbull can be with them in the same area and
time. Other than that, pitbulls are isolated from other dogs. However, at both Petsmart and
Petco, they are welcomed in the store and are upheld to same standards as any dog that comes
into the store. An employee told me that any dog in the store, simply must be on a leash and not
be aggressive towards a person or another dog. Also, muzzles were not necessary for pitbulls, at
both stores.
I spoke with Charice King, one of the founders of Shamrock Rescue Foundation, a
grassroots 503© non-profit company. They rescue animals from kill shelters and those in need of
medical attention. They find them foster homes and try to get them adopted by a forever family.
King felt that pitbulls are not an aggressive breed; if the owner is responsible, making
sure they know their dog is safe. She believes a pitbull’s capability to be aggressive is
determined on how the owner treats and raises the dog. These tendencies are not genetic but
nurtured by the owner over time. For any dog to behave, she says takes, “time and effort”,
ensuring these dogs are safe to other people.
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Although her thoughts are valid and bring up a good point, Shamrock Rescue
Foundation, does not foster pitbulls of any kind through their site. The reason was left unsaid by
King.
Stephanie Hogue, a Master in American Studies student from Kennesaw State University,
wrote in 2017, a rescue tactic that might increase the adoption of all breeds of pitbulls.
Hogue explains that, historically, pitbulls, were once seen as a family pet in the 30’s.
However, they became associated in the media with hip-hop artists and the Black and Latino in
urban communities, specifically male. “They are consistently portrayed in the media as
perpetrators and/or fatal dog bites,” Hogue states.
She discovered the perception of a pitbull can be effective by who their human handler is.
She tested this theory by displaying pictures of a pitbull with either a tattooed adult male, elderly
woman or a boy (male child) in a survey administered to a randomized group of people. The
results concluded that when the photographs with either the elderly woman or boy, the pitbull is
perceived to be less aggressive compared to when the dog is paired with the tattooed male.
The pitbull’s image heavily relies on the context that surrounds this breed of dog. The
stereotypical framework of pitbull is perpetuated by
individuals and the context that they believe indicates the
aggressiveness of the pitbull. However, Hogue counteracts
this belief by publicizing the idea of Pinkbulls.
She believes this aggressive stereotype can be changed
through photographing pinkbulls. There are many photos and
social media accounts, where pitbulls are dressed in attire
that makes them look sweeter and softer. Feminizing these
dogs creates a space for a new image and name for pitbulls.
Hopefully, this movement can increase their adoption and
owner retention rate of this breed.

Learn more about Charice King’s Foundation and see the profiles of dogs up for adoption,
following this link;
https://www.shamrockrescue.org/
If you would like to read more of Hogue’s paper, go to this link;
https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1021&context=mast_etd
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The “Crazy” Thing We Are Missing in School
By Sakura Kato
Eating disorders, anxiety and depression are common amongst girls as a means of fitting
unrealistic beauty expectations (Tuttle, 2011) Boys are not expected to talk about their emotions
or deal with them in healthy ways (Zakrzewski, 2014). Trans youth are routinely discriminated
against, and this manifests in school dropout rates that are disproportionately high - not to
mention the suicide rates (Ettachfini, 2016).
It is clear that depression, anxiety, and other mental health issues are rising amongst
children, but most children do not have adequate outlets to express this knowledge or process it.
This, amongst other factors of meaninglessness and powerlessness, can result in a sense of
disengagement and disenfranchisement (Webb, 2011). As such, how can we expect students to
learn, to grow, and to develop emotionally and mentally in healthy ways?
Our school system does not often provide much of an outlet for this discussion on needs,
and many schools do not have mental health services (Anderson & Cordoza, 2016). We are
vastly missing licensed professionals to help diagnose students, to help them, to help them to
process and cope with traumatic events in their lives. There is an incongruity with the supply and
demand, and many students are falling through the cracks because of it. Dropout rates are
exceedingly high, suicide rates are unnervingly high, mass shooting rates are unsettlingly high,
many students do not feel engaged and supportive of schools (just look at the media depictions of
students across decades of negative representation), and mental health services and teacher pay
are exceedingly low.
The discussions about schools in this country seem to be centered around a lack of
politics (while segregating schools by “district” and by race, funneling girls out of STEM, having
the school-to-prison pipeline, banning transgender students from using bathrooms, and doing
nothing about school shooters), and not talking about the effect that can have on students. The
discussion around teachers seems to have an expectation that we hold them to high teaching and
babysitting standards, but think they are lazy and need to work another job to sustain themselves.
The discussion around mental health, especially in schools, seems to be irrelevant and
nonexistent. The development of students mentally seems to be based in a type of social
darwinism; if they can behave well and test well and learn well, they might be able to succeed,
but if not, tough.
We seem to have no intention of empowering students and equipping them with tools to
succeed, especially those who are more marginalized, yet there is a desire to “invest in future
generations.” Perhaps if we truly wanted to do this, we would ensure that students can learn, and
that their needs as complex beings are met. Our conceptualization students as vessels to impart
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knowledge on, void of race, gender, socio-economic class, trauma, mental health, disability,
sexual orientation, citizenship status, family dynamics, and so on is simply harmful.
We cannot picture students as beings without needs, and we cannot continue to assume
that they can continue to have those needs met elsewhere. We need to provide them with mental
health services. We need to provide them with adequate teaching practices to help them
understand the world around them. We need to expand our services beyond the scope of anxiety
and depression to include dissociative identity disorders, eating disorders, PTSD, grief, bipolar
disorder, borderline personality disorder, psychosis, and so on. We need to be sure that we are
taking learning disorders into account with our services and our curricula. We need to ensure that
we have enough counselors and therapists and psychologists, and that they are well-suited to
help students, and be certain that students can feel safe and validated and understood in these
spaces (rather than loathe going to them because of cultural illiteracies). And most importantly,
because students are mandated to receive schooling, we need to be certain that students can enjoy
going to school and can function to their best potential there, and there are currently a lot of
things inhibiting that.
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Religious Expression:
Freedom to Express One’s Religious Orientation on College Campuses
By Jessie Latin

Source: Gaby Dromy, President of Chapman University Chabad
Chapman University deems itself a “church-related school.” While the lack of official
religious affiliation is comforting for some, the church emphasis is daunting for others. Gaby
Dromy, a junior at Chapman University joined the university freshman year apprehensive about
its religious affiliation. Having grown up in a Jewish household and feeling incredibly connected
to her Jewish heritage, Dromy feared feeling outcasted and needing to shield her true identity.
Dromy’s fears reflect those of several other students who come from non-church practicing
backgrounds.
“I was afraid I would be marginalized, ignored by others, or looked at weird because I
was of a different religious affiliation than many other Chapman students,” Dromy stated. “I felt
conflicted because I had grown up feeling so proud of my Jewish identity, but felt so ashamed of
my fear to be myself upon starting at Chapman.”
Many students feel the need to conceal their true selves at the beginning of college,
wanting so deeply to fit in. It is often not until students begin to affiliate with campus clubs and
organizations that they begin to realize their right, in fact, freedom to express themselves on
university campuses.
“I remember the first Shabbat dinner my roommate took me to,” Gaby recounts. “This
was the first time I remember feeling like I truly belonged at Chapman – once I realized I had a
community of people like me and that I was not alone.”
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Gaby went on to become an active member of Chapman University’s Chabad, and by the
spring of her sophomore year, even became the president. Through an exploration of all that
Chapman University has to offer, such as different clubs, Gaby came to recognize the extent to
the rights that are provided to her by the university.
“I came to realize that I had the right to be Jewish. I had the right to express my religion
freely. I had the right to be myself. I am grateful to university clubs for allowing the expression
of religion across all boards,” Gaby explained.
Gaby’s story is just one of many depicting students feeling they are not allowed to express
themselves freely or be who they are. It is easy to become overwhelmed by feeling out-casted
and this feeling extends to members of all religions, races, cultures, and so forth. Nonetheless, it
is crucial to remember that students on college campuses have the right to religious expression
and to deny that right is unconstitutional. Once students accept that this is their right, perhaps
they will become prouder and more accepting of his or her own identity.
“Joining the team that is Chapman Chabad has truly transformed my experience at
Chapman University, enabling me to be a prouder, firmer believer in Judaism and the power of
religion for all,” Gaby said.
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The Unsung Hero Next Door:
Resident Advisors Protect the Basic Rights of Students Each Day
By Erin Leung

What do you think about when you hear the word ‘college’? Some may think of
life-changing professors, soporific classes, meaningful friendships, Greek life, etc. I think of the
dorming experience. One’s residential experience at their university can greatly add or subtract
from one’s overall college and learning experience. While the thoughts of living in the dormitory
may mainly include crazy roommate adventures, flirting with the resident down the hall, or the
occasional hall event, it is rare to give a second thought to a key person in this experience- the
resident advisor. The resident advisor (RA) is a student who is employed by the university to
supervise and assist students who live on their hall.
Chapman University, a private University located in Orange, California, currently has
33% of their students living on campus or with Chapman affiliated housing. This number will
continue to increase now that the class of 2021 onwards are required to live on campus for a
minimum of two years. The dormitories and apartments operated by Chapman University are
under the care and supervision of 58 RA’s. On the daily, they may be called in to help mediate
roommate conflict, throw events to build community, and write up students who violate student
conduct. Although it is not explicitly said in their job title, these student leaders advocate for the
basic rights of residential students. Chapman’s website includes a section that lists out what
rights campus students possess- one of them being “the right to be free from intimidation,
physical, and emotional harm”. Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for this right to be violated.
Patricia Voss, a third year at Chapman University, is serving her second year as an RA.
She has been the hall advisor for both freshmen and upperclassmen. Voss commented, “I was
trained about crazy things like this in my first year, though I never thought in a million years that
this would happen- but it did.” Without disclosing names or personal information, she recounted
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how one resident chose not to run out during a fire drill and would make offensive comments
such as, “let’s just leave all the poor and ugly people to die in the fire”. In the same degree of
absurdness, Voss told of how she had to deal with a resident who would constantly lower the
temperature in the room at the expense of her anemic roommate, who would then go into shock
due to the change in temperature. With discretion and professional mediation, Voss had to
advocate for the basic right to be free from intimidation, physical, and emotional harm.
How do you respond to comments and outrageous behaviors like that? When asked if she
feels prepared when it comes to advocating for the basic rights of students, She sincerely
responded, “Honestly, it depends. I’m more prepared with offensive language now that I have
dealt with it. Honestly, you are trained by experience. You can go through training, like you can
learn from a lecture, but it’s different when you actually go through it. When someone calls
themself a mini-hitler, all your training kind of goes away. Training gives you a good overall
structure, but you really learn from individual conversations and from advice from your resident
director.”
Voss presents a unique perspective. She is both a student and a staff member. This dual
identity positions her to be one who can empathize with the students and one who understands
the rules and regulations upheld and reinforced by the University. The impact is obvious, but
often underappreciated. When asked about her relationship with her residents, Voss commented,
“They look up to you, they have no one else to go to, and they think you have way more
authority than you do.” On the daily, Patricia Voss and countless other resident advisors are
responsible for caring for the practical’s of student rights. She has had to tactfully address a
resident who steals her roommates belongings. She has had to compassionately support victims
of the emotional harm inflicted through offensive language. She has to actively advocate for
those who are faced with systemic barriers within residence life. The basic rights for Chapman
students is commendable in ideology, but sometimes challenging to defend in practicality.
Regardless of how difficult it may be, Voss and many other student staff choose to selflessly and
sacrificially protect the halls of Chapman University. So do not fear, your RA is here!
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The Unfairness of Dress Code
By Diana Miranda and Sydnie Partida
Some students have had dress code since they have been in school. Some students have
never had dress code. For some families this is a change, especially for the ones who have to
pay for uniforms. Even though uniforms are necessary, you still have to pay for uniforms and
some families may not have the money to buy the uniforms they need. Why should we buy
uniforms just for one year and never wear it again? That’s just a waste of money. We should
have the freedom to dress the way we want without getting a punishment. We shouldn’t be
corrected for wearing what we want. We are here to learn, not to look professional. We should
have the freedom to express ourselves. These are just some reasons why students disagree with
the dress code.
To learn more about the dress code, we are interviewing Ms. Torres, the assistant
principal. But first, let me mention a few consequences we get if we don’t have the proper dress
code: changing into P.E clothes, warning, detention, Saturday school, being sent home, or
staying in the office. She deals with dress code on a daily basis. We decided to ask Ms. Torres
how she feels about the dress code, if it’s fair, and why it’s important. When Ms. Torres hears
the words dress code, she explains it makes her angry because she thinks kids should have the
ability to dress how they want. We asked her if she thinks dress code is fair and she responded
with “it helps with families finances.” She proceeds with saying that it is better to buy a couple
uniforms then buy other clothes for their child. But if you buy three shirts, that is about 35
dollars. At other stores, you can buy more than three shirts with 35 dollars. Some people only
need uniforms for the year or the years they are at that school and you only use the uniform when
you are at school. You will not use your uniform after that and if you paid 35 dollars then it kind
of seems like you wasted it. We shouldn't spend on clothes. Instead, parents should spend money
on more important things that we really need like food, water, and rent. Ms. Torres explains that
dress code is important because it helps kids that may dress in a different way fit in. It also helps
kids coming to school and getting out of school to be safe. You see, there is nothing on the
uniform that may offend or hurt anyone, most people anyway. We also asked about the teachers
and their dress code, if they even have one. She explains that they do not have a dress code that
is written on paper but, they do have rules they have to follow with what they wear everyday. If
we have to wear the uniform everyday, why don't the teachers have to? Yes, they're adults but
that shouldn't matter because it's not fair for us not to have any freedom in what we wear, yet
they get to wear almost anything they want.
We also decided to interview some of our fellow classmates and ask what they might
think of the dresscode they have to follow and the uniforms they have to wear everyday. We
asked them if they thought dress code is fair and what they may think when they hear the word
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dress code. They responded with they don’t think dress code is fair. They think it is not fair
because they want the ability to dress how they want whenever they want. When they hear the
word dress code, they think that there needs to be more leeway in the dress code. Another
question we asked the students is why do they think dress code is needed. They explained that
they think it is so we do not wear any negative or inappropriate clothing.
In conclusion, we believe that dress code is unfair and by interviewing others we can say
we are not the only ones that may think this way. In our opinion, we think the school should give
us more independence in our choices of wear. We hope that people can see where all of this is
coming from. We would not say to change the dress code completely, but at least give us more
choices in the uniform. All we have is three colors for 8th graders and only two colors for 6th
and 7th graders. Which is not a lot of choices. We hope by reading this it can help turn a new
leaf.
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The Experience with PTSD
By Reuben Regalado

What is it like to have PTSD? What is PTSD? PTSD is post-traumatic-stress-disorder.
PTSD causes distress or physical reactions to something that reminds you of a traumatic event.
PTSD affects children way differently than adults. Normally when stress disappears the level of
adrenaline goes down, but with PTSD, it does the opposite and keeps it high which causes
flashbacks and nightmares. This article is about my great-grandpa who fought in WW2 and came
home with PTSD. Maybe you will learn a thing or two about it. I will interview my mom about
my great-grandpa who had PTSD. In addition, I will be researching online to see what it’s like to
have PTSD.
The first person I’m going to interview is my mom whose grandpa had PTSD. I talked to my
mom about my great-grandpa and she said he would wake up in sweat from nightmares. I asked
if he had flashbacks and her response was “yes but he got over it”. I asked my mom if he had to
take anything. She said he had to take pills. The interview made me feel curious about my
great-grandpa’s life. If I had PTSD I would feel very awful.
My great-grandpa’s name is Victor. He lost a lot of friends in the war. That's probably one
reason why he had PTSD. He fought in the Philippines to fight the Japanese but lost the battle.
Then, he was stationed in South Korea to push the Japanese out. He won that battle and South
Korea became an independent country. The branch of the military he was in was the army and he
was a paratrooper. He passed away before I was born.
I will be researching what it is like to have PTSD based on the experiences of people who
have had it. I will also be talking about one solution for PTSD. Ross R. said “you’re constantly
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on guard”. Also Kathryn P. said “it’s not something you can just walk away from”. Service dogs
can help people with PTSD. Service dogs specifically help people with the trauma that came as a
result of the war. When you are in the battlefield, you're never alone. That’s the same with
service dogs; you are never alone because they are always by your side.
PTSD has a big effect on people and their families. It affects the person's daily life and
their family’s. It is important that people with PTSD seek or ask for help. And if you know
someone with PTSD encourage them to get help. Now you know the experience my
great-grandpa had and you gained information on what PTSD is.

Sources:
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/survivors/201107/why-dogs-heal-ptsd
https://themighty.com/2017/01/what-ptsd-feels-like/
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Preventing Suicide
By Kimberly Velazquez
On November 29, 2013, nineteen year old Cecelia Markow told her story of her suicide
attempt. In Cecelia’s words, “Everybody I loved, everybody I held so dear that I would die for in
any circumstance, I don’t care how much pain it would have caused me, their voices, their
encouragement that they’ve given me throughout the years, flashed through my head.” Markow
has a horrible anxiety disorder that leads to negative thoughts that come and go. She is too
talented to throw her life away; she is a musician and enjoys drawing. Markow wasn't only
suffering from her horrible anxiety, but she also was raped on Valentine's day by her boyfriend
which is a terrifying situation. Ever since that happened, she tried her best not to think about the
negative things she can do to herself. Her anxiety got so bad that she didn't really want to handle
all the pain anymore. She began to have problems with memory loss. Markow said, “I couldn’t
remember parts of that semester at all, all I knew was that, at the end of it, I looked at my grades
and it was horrifying. I’d passed two classes out of the five.” Markow always thought that her
meds weren’t working, so she quit taking them. She had thought about attempting since she was
11 years old, but she always thought about her family. This is why she tried her best to think
positive. This is Cecelia Markow and she is an attempted suicide survivor.
Cecelia´s story is really inspiring and emotional. When you’re thinking about commiting,
always think about your loved ones or the people that care about you. Always know that you are
never alone. Having an anxiety disorder may cause you to always feel worried or have a fear for
no reason. It may also cause you to get mad quickly and not think straight. As Cecilia said,“I’d
passed two classes out of the five.” You may start failing your classes.
According to the National American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, about 50,000
Americans died by committing suicide in 2017. You can prevent these rates of suicide by getting
help, someone will always listen and stay with you. We can talk them out of it, explain to them
how important they are, and how much we love them. Never let them feel alone, not at that exact
moment nor ever. They want to feel safe, loved, and they want to be cared for. If you ever need
help or you are dealing with the same thing Cecilia experienced you can always read her story.
It's important in every single way, her story can help you by always knowing that people care
about you and also what happens after you start having thoughts of suicide. Cecelia tells you step
by step of what happened to her and how she started to lose her memory because all she could
think about was committing. Cecelia also explained how she managed to prevent thinking about
suicidal thoughts. Every time she thought about all the negatives, she thought about her family at
the same time. She realized how much they loved her and how hurt they would be.
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If you or a loved one needs help to get your mind out of the horrifying past, you can
always go to a Mental Health America location. This place really helps you deal with the past.
Mental Health America was created in 1909, which means they have a lot of experience with
these types of problems. They offer “screen tools” which is a quick and easy test that determines
whether you’re experiencing symptoms of a mental illness. If you need help with these problems
always seek help for yourself or sometimes for you and your loved one. They also offer you
treatments while you are recovering.
At the end of Cecelia’s story, she explains how she felt it was no one's fault. What she
felt was something deep down in her heart. If you are ever experiencing the same thing Cecelia
experienced, don't be scared to call for help. Always know that your family or loved ones care
for you. There are many ways to prevent suicide.
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The Cost of Higher Education: Tuition and Student Debt
By Isabelle Arriaga
It’s no secret that the cost of tuition for higher education continues to rise. Not only this,
but student debt plagues our society now even more than ever before. Why has education
become so expensive? The rising cost of a college education not only impacts students and their
families, but our society as a whole. For many of those who want to further their education,
paying college tuition in full seems out of reach and the task of taking out loans and budgeting
for these expenses can cause extreme stress. In addition, research has found that the price of
tuition continues to rise every year and students, especially from lower-income backgrounds,
have to borrow more as a result. Some groups of students including African Americans and
Hispanics have been found more likely to graduate with “unmanageable debt burden” (King and
Bannon, 2002). Overall, students today are more overwhelmed by student loan debt today than
ever before.
This problem is multifaceted with numerous factors contributing to the challenge of
rising tuition rates. Of course, universities want to stay competitive in order to attract more
student enrollment, which equates to more funds for their school. For example, hiring more
faculty members in order to maintain low teacher-student ratios seems appealing to prospective
students; however, it also leads to increases in tuition and ultimately the amount of loans and
money people have to borrow. An article published by The Panther a dmits that “expenses go up;
faculty rates go up. We have great facilities; we keep them up… there’s a price to pay” (Matley,
2015). As schools expand, more applicants apply and enrollment increases, bringing in more
diversity and higher academic achievement - but there is a price to pay: tuition increases to keep
up with these demands. Chapman University has been confronted with this dilemma first hand.
While the university is growing its reputation as a prestigious and academically challenging
university, the tuition prices have inflated as a result, causing more students to take out loans and
accumulate debt.
Many cultural and societal factors also contribute to the rising cost of tuition and student
debt. There is a mentality in our society that people need to go to college in order to be
successful and financially comfortable. According to Pew Research, 94% of parents expect their
child to go to college but 75% of the American public admits that college is too expensive to
afford (Rosentiel, 2016). Furthermore, attending college comes with a number of supplemental
costs such as being able to pay for SAT tutors, application fees, books and supplies, as well as
housing and transportation. Many of these factors put the cost of attending schools out of reach
for families and students. Unfortunately, the stigma that one needs a college education to be
successful has allowed universities to continue to raise their prices. Those desperate for a degree
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are willing to attend schools that accept them, even if it means taking out loans in order to
graduate.
Not only is higher education not affordable for most, but accessibility is also a problem.
Participating in extracurricular activities and academic organizations such as National Honors
Society, sports teams, internships, volunteer hours, and hiring tutors or college counselors also
brings on extra costs and takes up a lot of time. These ‘application boosters’ are not accessible to
all students. For example, students faced with financial hardships often hold jobs to help support
their family, which limits their availability to participate in these activities. Lower-income
families often cannot afford these activities, groups, tutors, etc. that help students get
scholarships, and thus they end up with more debt. Here, we see that the problem with the price
of attending college starts before many even step foot on a college campus. Because of the
highly competitive nature among universities and prospective student acceptance, those who
come from lower socioeconomic backgrounds are disadvantaged from the start.
In order to solve this problem, tuition needs to become more affordable and education
needs to be more accessible to potential students. Possible solutions include limiting the amount
that tuition can rise each year. For example, an article published in The Panther admits that at
Chapman University “Tuition in the past few years has risen about 3 to 4 percent per year” and it
is suspected that the trend will continue (Matley, 2015). If a law was passed to cap the amount
that schools could raise their tuition, it might lessen the financial stress of those attending the
school. In my opinion, both the problem and solution to the rising cost of tuition and student loan
debt are multifaceted. In order to solve this problem, education needs to become more equitable
and accessible starting at the elementary level. This would allow students the opportunity to
receive need-based financial aid and academic scholarships on a more equal playing field. Also,
a contributor to this problem is the stigma that one must go to college in order to be successful.
This notion puts pressure on individuals who might be better suited for a different profession and
could potentially avoid the challenges of student loan debt altogether. It is essential to question
what will happen to our society if everyone goes to college for a professional career. How long
will it be until we feel a demand for people with the skills to perform trade jobs? With the rise in
tuition for higher education and the burden of student loans it is important to remember that both
vocational and professional careers are essential for the supply and demand of our society.
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The Evolution of Technology in the Classroom
By Ezekiel Banda
Technology has been a benefit for school education ever since it was added which was in
1981 (National Research Council). We can use computer technologies to enhance learning and
studies.
One way technology is good for school is that when you use computers they can help you
search things faster than a book sometimes. How fast do computers search/calculate? “One way
to answer this question is to consider the sum total of data held by all the big online storage and
service companies like Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Facebook. Estimates are that the big four
store at least 1,200 petabytes between them. That is 1.2 million terabytes (one terabyte is 1,000
gigabytes). And that figure excludes other big providers like Dropbox, Barracuda and
SugarSync, to say nothing of massive servers in industry and academia” (sciencefocus.com). It
can be easier to search on screens than paper and sometimes technology is able to help you get
ahold of articles and papers you can't normally get ahold of.
Students can use things such as Google Drive to save their important information, such as
pictures and important work articles. Also, one way I use Google Drive is by saving important
articles I have created. Another thing I use Google Drive for is saving important pictures the we
have used.
There are many ways technology can help us but one way it can help us in anyway
possible is how technology has more information than physical books sometimes and it has a
wider searching history and it has things that we don’t normally know. We have an infinite
amount of information that we are able to access on the internet considering the large number of
websites online. We can access many books online and there are specific apps to do this, such as
Kindle E-reader, Audible, and Project Gutenberg.
Technology also helps us learn how the real world acts with technology and it helps us
learn how to use technology and what we are able to do with it. Also, it will give us amazing
information, and like I said before, the real world will mostly likely be using technology.
Another thing I wanted to add to this article is how phones should not be able to be used
in school. I know how earlier I said that technology is good for school but if they let us use our
phones in class we would be able to search things we aren’t supposed to. For example, you might
accidentally search up things that are inappropriate. Another example is that you can cheat on
tests if they are allowed to use their phone in class. That is why only certain technology should
be allowed in school, like computers.
These are the reasons why technology is good for school and why phones should not be
able to be used in school.
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The Downfall of Uniforms
By Angelynn Benitez De La Cruz & Airiale Hernandez

Uniforms have always been a part of the school system, but has it become a bigger
problem lately? Yes, lately they have been a big issue for parents and students that can’t afford
them. Families can’t afford to pay for expensive uniforms and usually have to cut back on food.
In our our opinion, uniforms are a waste of money because the students are only going to wear
them once. It can lead to bullying because kids want to express their “true identity” or the way
they want to dress. With less money, families can’t afford to get a good education for their child.
First off, many parents can’t afford to buy uniforms for students. Most families have
low-paid jobs and aren’t able to afford to get as many things as they need. Since being in school
requires students to have uniforms to wear, they have to get uniforms for their kids. If they don’t
fit properly, they might be sent home or suspended. Since they spend most of their money on
uniforms and school supplies, they usually cut back on stuff such as eating to be able to afford
uniforms. They also can’t express their “true identity.”
Second, the lack of necessities affects students’ education and can often lead to bullying
since bullies are always picking on kids with unusual outfits. Uniforms kind of hide that bullying
but it is still happening. Uniforms don’t help with the bullying problem. Schools say that adding
uniforms can help stop bullying because they would all be equal, but it doesn’t help at all.
Students like to show their personalities by wearing a certain type of clothes, but taking that
away practically says that everyone should be the same. This will eventually lead to a major fall
in school grades. For example, let’s say a student has to wear a uniform and still gets bullied.
That student will probably get bad grades because they are scared of going to school or hate it.
Sometimes students get suspended because they wear free dress, which can also affect a
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student’s education. With a lot of suspensions, it can give colleges a bad thought about that one
student. Why you may ask, because of the unfairness of dress code.
Thirdly, there are people who say dress code has its benefits. Let’s see what they think.
In the article “5 Benefits of a School Dress Code,” they argue that “dress code promotes a more
serious atmosphere which emphasizes academics and promotes good behavior.” This is not
exactly true since dress code can only promote hate to uniforms. Think about it, the majority of
students don't like to wear uniforms. They’d rather wear whatever they want. In another article
“Benefits of School Uniforms,” they claim that “clothing that displays any form of vulgarity or
gang reference encourages hostility, which sidetracks students from their education and
positively participating in school activities.” It is true that certain types of clothes scare students,
but it’s also based on the personality. Let’s say a student wears a gang reference on his shirt, but
is actually is pretty nice. And a guy who is wearing a uniform can actually be really mean.
Uniforms pretty much take away the person you are and tell you that you need to be someone
more professional.
Lastly, there are always solutions to a problem. Dress code is not necessary, but there can
be help for those families that cannot afford it. For example, charities help those families who
can’t afford uniforms by giving their children the right size clothing and shoes. Perhaps this
school can get a grant, which gives students free uniforms and school supplies. In conclusion,
parents and students can both relax knowing that dress code won’t affect them anymore.
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Identity Education: What It Is & Why We Need It
By Alana Caires
What is the purpose of school? On the most basic level, it is meant to educate the younger
generations so they have the skills and knowledge they need to function, and ideally, be
successful in our society. Traditionally, our education system focuses on mathematics, English,
history, and science as the core disciplines, with various other academic branches added along
the way. One subject that is often neglected within schools is personal identity. While the
previously mentioned subjects are still extremely vital, the ability to understand identity is just as
important (if not more). Identity is something that is always present; one may be able go through
their day without math, but the same cannot be said about identity. The many qualities of a
person including their background, race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, religion, and
socioeconomic status impact their decision making and view of the world. Because of the
significant role identity has on one’s place in the world and relationship to others, time should be
taken in school for students to explore it.
In my own experience, the only time in schools dedicated to understanding one’s own
experience was minimal and appeared to be an afterthought. In addition, while we did partially
address some social and political issues pertaining to identity, there was never a formal unit on
the topic. Having an identity education class would create the space for matters of racism,
sexism, classism, heterosexism/homophobia, and other types of discrimination to be discussed
with enough time and resources. Students would have the opportunity to see the intersection of
the different core subjects, begin a personal journey of discovering themselves, and learn more
about their classmates. This will build confidence because students can feel comfortable
knowing that who they are is “normal” and accepted. This also applies to mental health—a
somewhat taboo topic despite its importance. If there was time dedicated to recognizing and
understanding mental health, perhaps more people would get access to resources that could help
them live a better life. In addition, kindness and respect are values that people should have and
having this type of class would help implement them at a young age. Ignorance is the fuel of
hate, so therefore education is the extinguisher. By taking the time to clearly state and appreciate
the differences and similarities people have in this world, one’s capacity for empathy will grow.
Identity education will help students to become caring, conscious, and critical members of
society.
Social and political issues permeate our country, yet students—a group that is highly
impacted by these issues—are often left out of the dialogue. They are considered too young or
too naïve. If we give students the chance, however, to explore why the issues arise and what they
can do about them, they could (and should) be included in the conversation. Ignorance does not
have to correlate with age; students can understand the many facets of identity, but only if we
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give them the opportunity to do so. By incorporating this type of education into our schools,
students can become prepared activists supported by knowledge and experience.
Whether someone is a student in first grade or a CEO of a major company, identity
impacts their day-to-day experiences. Instead of neglecting to address identity or barely
acknowledging its existence, we should face it head on. By doing so, we can help our students to
become confident, empathetic, well-informed members of society who take a stand for what they
believe in. In the end, isn’t that the ideal outcome of education anyway?
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Banned Books: Are Students’ Rights Being Limited?
By Katelyn Carbajal

Usually, when people think of the rights of students, especially of those in elementary
and middle school, dress code is the first thing that comes to mind. Rightfully so. When dress
codes are enforced upon students, their First Amendment right to freedom of expression is
denied. However, dress code is only one of the factors in schools that is limiting the rights of
students. What many fail to consider when they think of student rights and the limitations
brought on by school officials is the right to read. You might be thinking, “What do you mean?
Students do practice their right to read.” Essentially, yes. Students do have the ability to read in
schools and are actually encouraged to do so. But, do students have the freedom to choose what
they read? In reality, many young students don’t. This is the result of book banning, a form of
censorship. Censorship, in this sense, is “when private individuals, government officials, or
organizations remove books from libraries, school reading lists, or bookstore shelves because
they object to their content, ideas, or themes” (Webb).
Book banning has been a problem for several years now, dating back to the mid 1900s.
Despite push back, popular titles such as To Kill a Mockingbird and The Hate U Give, two of the
ten most challenged books of 2017, a re still being kept from libraries across the country. This
basically goes without saying, but the continued practice of book banning ultimately limits the
freedom of students to choose what books they get to read as well as limits their access to
information. As the National Council of Teachers of English [NCTE] (2018) expresses, “One of
the foundations of a democratic society is the individual’s right to read, and also the individual's
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right to freely choose what they would like to read.” I agree. Students should not only be able to
read essentially what interests them but they should also not be kept from experiencing books
that present real-life issues or topics, despite the controversy around them. Nonetheless, I can
understand the process of selecting age-appropriate books for a classroom library that may limit
student options. For instance, a sexually explicit book that is meant for an older audience, in my
opinion, does not belong in an elementary classroom. However, there are so many books that are
banned and/or are constantly being challenged that present reality in an appropriate manner, that
can and should be included in an elementary classroom. Take, for example, the children’s book
And Tango Makes Three b y Peter Parnell and Justin Richardson, which has been a part of the
American Library Association’s top ten challenged and banned books list a total of eight times.
The book, which highlights the romantic relationship of two males penguins at the Central Park
Zoo who adopt a penguin egg, presents the topics of homosexuality and adoption in a manner
that is suitable for children. This book is one of many books that “keep[s] students in touch with
the reality of the world outside the classroom” (NCTE, 2018). After all, we go to school in hopes
of becoming educated.
The last thing we need as students is to be kept ignorant and close-minded. Banning
books and censorship in general can put students at risk of that. As stated by NCTE (2018),
“English teachers must be free to employ books, classic or contemporary, which do not hide, or
lie to the young, about the perilous but wondrous times we live in, books which talk of the fears,
hopes, joys, and frustrations people experience, books about people not only as they are but as
they can be.” Students have the right to be kept in the loop and should be given the opportunity
to read an uncensored version of the world they live in. I ultimately believe that any and every
book has the potential to be criticized and deemed inappropriate by someone. Nonetheless, I do
not believe the school should be the one determining what books students can and cannot read. It
is the right of students to be educated on topics that exist in real life. Students should not be
“denied the freedom to explore ideas and pursue truth wherever and however they wish” (NCTE,
2018).
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Why Feminine Products Should Be Free of Heavy Tax - A Woman’s Right
By Karly Eastley
In the U.S, there have been numerous debates over the subject of equal treatment towards
all races, religious organizations and ethnic groups, however equality towards both genders is an
understated topic that lacks recognition. Feminine products have increasingly become more
expensive over the last ten years, and women around the world are forced to adjust to these
prices and pay out of pocket expenses more than ever. It is the fundamental right for women to
be free of the heavy luxury item tax when purchasing feminine products, for not only does the
price limit all females from attaining a crucial necessity, but also holds back society from
reaching equal treatment between genders.
According to Huffington Post, the government does not support the idea of women
having support paying for these pricey items, in which“[feminine products] are taxed as much as
18 percent and are considered a luxury good”. As considered a ‘luxury good’, how are women
supposed to afford these high prices? In addition to this, what about materials for men that could
qualify as a luxury item, and lack the crucial importance compared to feminine products? Men
are able to purchase shaving razors and creme for 48 percent less than feminine products,
according to US News, and this lack of heavy tax placed for mens items creates a large barrier
between prices for women and men products. So, why are women forced to pay such high tax
prices?
On the contrary, some believe that freeing cost of feminine products is a hoax, in which
taxes would need to be paid in order to allow these products to be made. Eliminating cost for
feminine products is not entirely possible, and this could affect the quality and necessary
resources needed to make these important products, as stated by US News. However relabeling
feminine products from a luxury item to an everyday necessity is strongly needed, and needs to
be implemented in our government immediately. By reducing the luxury item tax, feminine
products can be much more affordable to women consumers in the U.S, and will allow these
products to be easily accessible and attainable for all incomes. With this, women can experience
equal treatment alongside men in society, and can make a significant difference for future
generations to come.
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Gender Inequality
By Kiaya Estes
On average, there are 321,500 victims of sexual assault a year. This doesn’t include
children between the ages of one and eleven. Every ninety-eight seconds, an American is
sexually assaulted. The majority of the victims are women and every three out of four women
have been verbally harassed. Younger people are more at risk for sexual assault. For example,
over fifty percent of sexual assault victims are between the ages of eighteen and thirty-four, says
‘rainn.org.’ Many people blame women for being sexually assaulted by “dressing
provocatively.” Though women may dress a little inappropriate at times, it is not be their fault
for something so traumatizing.
A survey which is based on victim respondents says seventy-seven percent of women are
verbally harassed, with only thirty-four percent of men being verbally harassed. Fifty-one
percent of women have experienced unwelcome sexual touching, with only seventeen percent of
men experiencing the same thing. Forty-one percent of women have been victims of
cyber-sexual harassment, as opposed to only twenty-two percent of men being victims.
Thirty-four percent of women get physically followed, while only twelve percent of men get
followed. Thirty percent of women also experience unwanted genital flashing, but only twelve
percent of men experience the same thing. Overall in the survey, twenty-seven percent of women
experience sexual assault and seven percent of men, says ‘npr.org’.
A lot of sexual assault happens in workplaces. Most of the time it consists of women
being threatened to lose their job if they don’t cooperate with the employer’s “needs”, or women
being objectified by their co-workers. Sometimes the men that decide to do this to their female
co-workers end up raping or molesting them. In my opinion, women don’t deserve this vile
behavior from their co-workers. Overall, only forty-one percent of men get sexually abused in
their lifetime compared to the eighty-one percent of women who get sexually abused. How much
of this takes place at work? It occurs more often than you would think as eight percent of rapes
occur while the victim is at work. It’s so maddening that women go through this way more than
men, yet a lot of men say “it’s not that hard being a girl.” These boys, or so-called “men,” have
no clue what women and girls go through in their lifetime. We have so many more struggles, in
my opinion. Yes, boys and men go through things too and their lives aren’t “the best” but less of
them have to deal with this issue. Young men really don’t understand that they don’t have it as
bad as us. Only one in seventy-one men get raped in their life compared to one in five women
says ‘nsvrc.org’. Not to point out the obvious or anything but I am pretty positive that there’s a
very large difference there. Not even every sexual harassment or assault is reported so think
about all the ladies out there who are too afraid to report their abuse. They just keep it to
themselves even though they feel hurt and broken on the inside because nobody ever thinks it is
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going to be them. They don’t think “one day I will be a victim of sexual assault” and the women
who have been sexually assaulted wish it was never them, or anyone else. All of the statistics
that I have included in this article show that women and men do not deal with the same realities
when it comes to many things, especially sexual assualt.
Take school dress code or even work dress code into consideration. Women’s dress codes
are way more strict than they are for men. Some businesses require women to wear makeup to
attend work or they’ll be sent home for the day. On the other hand, men are not required to wear
makeup because they’re men and “makeup is only for women”. Tell that to James Charles and
see what happens. Women are required to wear skirts and dresses for a lot of jobs, but what do
men wear? Khakis, a button-up shirt, and occasionally a tie. At schools, dress code is worse. For
girls, there are harsh rules: no “distracting” makeup, no tank tops (especially spaghetti straps),
no shorts or skirts above the fingertips, no see-through clothing, no rips or holes in any clothing,
no patches on clothing, no open-toed shoes, no high heels, no bandanas, no facial jewelry or
jewelry that pierces and visible part of the body besides the ears, no big hoops, no accessories
that cause a distraction, and no unnatural hair color. Some of those do apply to boys too but are
mainly directed towards girls. It’s apparent that the world is more unfair towards women and
girls than it is toward men and boys.
For centuries women didn’t acquire any power whatsoever. On June 4, 1919, Congress
passed a law for women to be able to vote and it was ratified on August 18, 1920. Next year will
be the 100th anniversary for women being given the right to vote. Women getting the right to
vote was one of the first steps to equality. Although, women and men are still not equal because
our economy decides to work slower on the problems we’ve had for centuries than problems that
have just begun. Women still get paid less than men, women are still held to a higher standard,
and women are still objectified. It takes women with confidence and motivation to stop gender
inequality. Nothing will change if we don’t do anything about it.
Nowadays, there are women empowerment movements to empower women. For ages,
women were told to hide the fact that they menstruated once a month. Packaging for their
products were discreet so that it wasn’t obvious that they were buying the needed products. Why
should women have to pay for the products they need to stay hygienic while menstruating? It’s
not like we get to choose to experience this wretched thing for a week straight every single
month. The products we use are mandatory, there is no doubt about it. You see, I don’t think
anyone would mind paying if a simple box of “feminine napkins” weren’t seven dollars a
package! A women pays $18,171 dollars on products in her lifetime. They spend $444 on panty
liners, $1,229 on midol, $1,773 on tampons, $2,280 on new underwear, and $11,400 on birth
control, says Huffpost. That’s a lot of money considering we have to experience this.
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The United States could do so much about gender inequality yet nobody does. Why is
that? I believe that our government doesn’t want gender equality because that means men would
not have as much power and since most of our government is men they’ll feel small. The
government will most likely never be open to gender equality no matter what they tell us. If they
really want gender equality, they would do something about it.
Women are certainly not treated equally and we can change that. There are so many
things we can do, like starting petitions for workplaces to change things about their dress code
and have it really enforced, starting peaceful protests, and most importantly, sharing our stories
with the world. I don’t know about anyone reading this, but personally, I am sick of how men
and boys treat women and girls.
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Black Lives Matter
By Layla Fulton, Leslie Rosales, and Bella Ryan
On February 26, 2012 at about 7:15 p.m shots were heard in Twin Lakes, Florida. The
victim was Trayvon Martin, an African American, 17 year old boy. The shooter was George
Zimmerman, a white 35 year old. Zimmerman said to the police, “He seems very suspicious and
he keeps staring at houses.” When George hung up with the police at about 7:15 p.m., shots were
heard. Trayvon Martin, just 17 years old, was pronounced dead. When the media heard about
this horrible death, a protest took place. Posters that read “Justice For Trayvon Martin” were
everywhere!
Unfortunately, this was not the only case of unnecessary brutality against African
Americans. There were countless more, including Terence Crutcher, Philando Castile, Alton
Sterling, Walter Scott, Eric Harris, Rumain Brisbon, and more. The nation went crazy when they
heard about the horrible act of violence against innocent black lives. Seven years later, this is still
a very big issue in our society.
Many people disagree with this issue, saying “All Lives Matter,” but most people don’t
know the meaning behind this peaceful organization. Many famous celebrities have participated
in the Black Lives Matter movement, like Beyonce, Drake, Jay Z, and other influential
celebrities. It has been talked about on many radio stations, interviews, movies and more. Of
course there are a lot of people who disagree with the movement but that’s their political
opinion.
Many movies have talked about this subject, like “The Hate You Give.” It is a movie
about a girl named Star who lives in a place that is considered ghetto and has a lot of drug issues,
gang violence, and violence against African Americans. The movie is about Star’s friend, Khalil,
who gets shot by a police officer and protests take place all over the community but the police
officer was not found guilty. This causes a big protest that turns violent. After all that, Khalil
ends up getting the justice he deserves.
As a society, we can help by participating in peaceful protest and writing about our
experiences on social media platforms, in new articles, and in documentaries. It doesn't matter if
you're Black, White, or Mexican, as an American community we can end all violence together.
http://blackyouthproject.com/7-celebrities-who-fearlessly-support-for-black-lives-matter/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trayvon_Martin
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s-n872086
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The Challenges of Challenges
By Marisol Gallardo, Krystal Gonzalez, Ciera Ortiz, Brody Shellenbarger, and Jackie Solano
Have you ever done a challenge? Have you ever been pressured to do a challenge?
Challenges are some of the most popular trending things that go around every few months or so.
Some challenges aren’t as harmful as others, although some challenges can send you to the
emergency room. Yes, these challenges can be fun and exciting but you have to remember to be
careful with what you are doing. We are going to talk about four challenges that can hurt you and
one challenge that is peaceful.
The first challenge is the Salt and Ice Challenge. This is the mixture of salt and ice.
First you put salt onto your arm or hand, then you place ice onto the salt and in a few seconds
you’ll start to feel it burn. This challenge is problematic because you are burning your skin on
purpose for fun just to post on social media where people can see it, including kids. It’s very easy
to influence kids so if they saw a video like that they might want to do it too. This challenge is
something i would never do and for one simple reason: you’re burning your skin on purpose,
who would want to burn their skin for fun?!
The second challenge is the Fire Challenge. The fire challenge is when you put
something flammable on your body then set yourself on fire. This challenge can seriously harm
yourself by getting burned. The fire challenge sent a 12 year old girl to the hospital. My opinion
is that this challenge is super harmful to people. I would never do this challenge and you should
not do this challenge.
The third challenge is the Tide Pod Challenge. This is when individuals dare others to
ingest laundry detergent. This is problematic because it can damage organs in the digestive
system. It may even burn through the esophagus or stomach which will ruin your life.
The fourth challenge is the Cinnamon Challenge. This challenge can kill you or hurt
you very badly. People feel pressured into the challenges. One way people feel pressured is that
you’ll see someone famous or cool do it then you want to do it. Just Poison Control alone says
there were 139 calls for cinnamon abuse, 122 calls for related challenges, and 30 calls for people
who needed medical attention right away in 2012 .
The fifth challenge is the Saltine Cracker Challenge. This challenge is actually not
harmful. This is when a person has to eat 6 crackers in 60 seconds without drinking anything.
Even though most challenges are harmful the saltine challenge has not yet harmed someone.
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In Conclusion, we only picked a few challenges and even if we didn’t pick others, that
doesn’t mean those challenges aren’t just as bad. The peaceful challenge is still a little harmful
so really if you think about it what’s the point of challenges? Is it so you can get hurt, just be like
everybody else, or is it to just get a thumbs up when really it’s just worth a thumbs down?
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Are Our Voices Truly Free?
By Kyra Gallego
Chapman University prides themselves in the realm of free speech to all who come across
campus, it’s one of the many reasons as to why I chose to come to this school. However, is
Chapman’s free speech policy open and supported by all voices of the school? I hold, to what I
believe, are liberal and open-minded views. Therefore, I believe that people should hold the
choice on their rights to freedom of speech. This becomes a conflicting topic however, when the
voices of minority and suppressed views become overshadowed by another person’s right to free
speech. I never want to argue that one person’s voice is more powerful than another’s, but if one
person’s dominant suppressive view undermines what another person is trying to say, this is
where it becomes problematic within Chapman’s campus.
Last year in 2018, a student put up a “Black Lives Matter” banner in the arch of the
library. The banner was put up following the rules and policies enforced by Chapman and was
hung during Black History Month. Chapman already has received scrutiny due to the minimal
representation of African American students on campus; only 2% of Chapman’s population. The
banner was put up by students exercising their right to free speech, and in doing so, showed their
views on today’s current political climate. During this, another student chose to exercise their
freedom of speech by hanging a banner over their reading “All Lives Matter.” This became a
huge controversy on campus because of what the message conveyed to students on campus.
Though some believed that the banner presented the argument that everyone’s lives matter, not
just “black” ones, others saw it as a sign of oppression from the hegemonic majority of white
students on campus. The juxtaposition of views ranging from two political sides both aim to
convey their own rights to the freedom of speech.
I think that both sides should display their own views as to what they believe and while
remaining civil with the respects of others in mind. You can say what you wish, but when your
own words start to oppress and hurt those surrounding you, that is where problems start to arise.
In simple terms, yes, all lives do matter, but taken in the context to denounce and oppress a
minority group not only in society, but on our own campus is where students need to understand
the power of their privileged words. That student had every right to say what he said, however it
could’ve been done is a more civilized manner rather than unjustly covering up someone else’s
work. Freedom of speech is incredibly important, no matter what side of the political spectrum
you are on. However, it is important to understand ones privileged with their words, as it may
create or cause a harmful and suppressive environment for those around you. There is a time and
place for everything and that is unfortunately true with our first amendment rights.
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Animals are Going Extinct & It’s All Our Fault
By Vanessa Garcia and Nhi Vo
Animals are going extinct and humanity is part of the reason why. Different species of
animals are getting closer to being extinct every day and it’s partly our fault. According to
Oxford University Museum of Natural History, extinction is when a specific animal or plant dies
out and there are no more individuals of that particular species left in the world. 60% of
mammals, birds, marine animals, reptiles, and amphibians have declined between 1970 and
2014. There are many animals that need our help. We are currently losing about 150-200 species
every day. For example, Tasmanian Tigers went extinct because they got killed by farmers and
habitat destruction. There are many different reasons why these exotic creatures end up dying
out. Sadly, newer generations won’t be able to see these animals.
There are many different types of animals that have gone extinct that you may not know
about. These animals went extinct due to habitat destruction, pollution, lack of food, poaching,
natural forces, and climate changes. For example, Tasmanian Tigers went extinct around 1936.
These creatures were viewed as a threat to farmers. They blamed the animals for killing sheep
and poultry. The government put a bounty on them too. Unfortunately, Tasmanian Tigers also
went extinct due to habitat destruction. Humans are destroying trees when animals are living in
them.
Another example is the quagga. These quaggas were related to zebras. They had these
creatures prized for their unique skin. It became extinct after it had been mercilessly hunted. The
last captive died on August 12, 1883. There is only one picture of the quagga alive and there is
twenty-three skins preserved today.
The Carolina parakeets were driven to extinction by habitat destruction, disease, and pest
control. Many farmers thought these magnificent creatures were pests because they ate apples
from orchards. Their colorful feathers were popular for decorating women’s hats. Honeybees
also contributed to the Carolina parakeet extinction by taking their nests. Some people believe
that the poultry disease led to the extinction too. Other animals have different causes to their
extinction.
Many other animals go extinct because of pollution. The earth is estimated to have lost
about half of its water corals in the last 30 years. One reason is litter. Litter comes from many
sources, including containers falling off ships and trash that washes off the city streets that go
into the sea. It contaminates the oceans which put marine animals at risk. They are sensitive to
traces of toxic chemicals that go into lakes, rivers and oceans. Other animals think plastic bags
are food. They try eating it which harms them. Humans are either too lazy to throw the trash
away or they forget about it.
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Every animal needs a certain amount of territory. 20% of the Amazon has been destroyed
in the last 50 years. They need a sizeable area in which they can breed, hunt, and raise young.
Animal habitats are known to get destroyed by fires, people cutting down trees, and pollution.
People cut down trees to create paper and then waste them by barely using it and throwing it
away. Along with defacing the natural homes of many animals, these set factors also contribute
to rising climate change. With all of these changes, many different species have to adapt to the
new climate patterns. In addition, people sometimes hunt animals to extinction. For example,
there used to be billions of passenger pigeons but people started intensely hunting them.
There are many animal species that are slowly declining every year. Insects are slowly
decreasing by more than 75% in the past 28 years. This is pretty alarming because wild plants
depend on bees for pollination. 60% of bird species rely on insects for food. For example, the
Amur leopard is on the brink of extinction because of habitat destruction. There are only 30
vaquita left in the world. These creatures are the smallest marine mammal. The south China tiger
is that smallest of all tiger species, people say there might be under 20 tigers left in wild. The
arctic fox is also endangered due to hunting and has decreased in line with the decline in the fur
trade.
There are many things we can do to save these endangered species. For example, we
should recycle and buy sustainable products. When we buy furniture made of wood from many
rainforests or endangered trees, they are being cut down and animals live in them. Wild animals
get tangled in plastic containers. The trash that we don’t throw away ourselves ends up being
ingested by small fish. This contaminates fish that we eat. One of the biggest dangers that
animals face are roads. On the road, we should slow down when driving. The roads divide an
animal’s habitat and present a constant hazard when attempting to get to the other side of the
road. We can also use reusable bags instead of the plastic bags. We can reduce the amount of
water we use and not pollute it. Never buy products made from endangered or threatened
species. Poaching is wrong. We should be careful when we buy products made from polar bear
fur, fur from tigers and sea otters, crocodile skin, live apes and monkeys, and most of our
endangered birds. These simple solutions can make a huge difference for the animals and the
world we live in.
Sources:
www.oum.ox.ac.uk/thezone/animals/extinct/define.htm
https://www.alansfactoryoutlet.com/36-extinct-animals-lost-to-history-due-to-human-activity
https://www.nwf.org/Our-Work/Wildlife-Conservation/Endangered-Specie
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Starting School Later
By Emily Gutierrez
Do you struggle getting to school on time? If so, just know you’re not the only one. Many
other students have this problem too. Due to early school start times, students go to school really
tired and have trouble focusing during the day. Early start times has affected grades, physical and
mental health problems, and sleep cycles. In my opinion, we should start school later because we
can benefit from it. Amy Morin from Very Well family says “According to studies of
inadequate sleep , students do way better in school when they get the sleep they need.” It is
important that we get the sleep we need, even doctors agree with the idea of changing school
times. “Starting school before the human brain is awake is problematic” says Kyla L.
Wahlstrom, a researcher of human development.
Grades are a huge part of this topic. Almost all students fail to keep their grades up since
they are too tired during the school day. This causes them to get distracted and they don’t
complete their work. If teens were to get the sleep they needed, grades would improve. We can
all focus more on homework or classwork instead of falling asleep during class. If their grades
get really bad, they will eventually be in danger of repeating the school year again.
Another problem students have is dealing with consequences. Most students don’t
understand why the instructors give consequences for being tardy. Being tardy usually leads to
detention, but if you’re tardy on a regular basis, instructors give you Saturday school. According
to attendance instructors, they believe students don’t give logical or reasonable explanations for
why they are late. Some argue that Saturday school is better for students so they can catch up on
their assignments. However, Saturday school may cause more stress and doesn’t help the
situation.
Sleep is a problem with starting school early. According to studies, even delaying school
by 30 minutes can have a big impact on students. In Morin’s article “The Pros And Cons of
Starting School Later”, she states that going to sleep early isn’t likely to work. For teens it might
be difficult to fall asleep by 8:00 p.m. Most doctors recommend school start times being changed
to at least 8:30 am. Later school times can help kids with their sleep/wake cycle. Once students
get the sleep they need, they’ll be more alert during the day. Getting the sleep we need can
reduce the chance of deprivation.
Others argue that districts shouldn’t change school times. One of the reasons why they
don’t think delaying school times is a good idea is because this change is most likely going to
impact the schedules of other schools. Morin also states that teens won’t go to sleep even if
districts delay start times. Districts also aren’t changing school times because when they do, it
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could pose problems with the bus schedule. However, I believe that if all schools change school
start times, there wouldn’t be a problem with other schools or kids saying that it is unfair. Even if
students don’t go to sleep early, they will still have time to get up since districts have changed
the times. Who knows, students might even be able to study for a test or do homework.
In conclusion, changing school times will have a good impact on many students. If you
think about it, we can all benefit from later start times. We will come to school prepared and
possibly a better attitude. School districts should change their start times.
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Homeless In Need
By Sarah Hernandez, Keila Pineda, and Valerie Quinones

According to a recent news report, police were hunting for five attackers who were
captured on video harming a homeless man sleeping on a New York City sidewalk and stealing
$5 from the victim before fleeing the area. That is a poor representation of society and how we
treat the homeless!
Homeless people are also citizens of our community. So they need the resources we also
use and need. In 2017, over 553,000 Americans were homeless. 40 million people struggle with
hunger and 40.6 million officially live in poverty. Volunteers of America work to prevent and
end homelessness while also trying to give them the resources they need. According to the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development's Annual Homeless Assessment Report, as of
2017 there were around 554,000 homeless people in the United States on a given night, or
0.17% of the population. Homelessness emerged as a national issue in the 1870s.
Some are trying to do better. They are trying to find jobs, get a home, and get medical
attention if they need to. The most common reason why people become homeless is because they
do not have the resources to get a job or they have a drug addiction and most jobs require a drug
test. Also they don’t have an address, and most employers require addresses. This is a lose-lose
situation because they cannot get a job, until they get a place to live. People are rude to the
homeless, even when they are trying to do better and get the resources they need. We are trying
to oppose that; people need to stop treating the homeless like they are not even citizens. Even if
someone is not as wealthy or not as clean as you that doesn’t mean that they are any less of a
person as you are. It’s also people’s fault that there are homelessness. Since the homeless lack
resources to be employed, such as the possibility of poor hygenial health, criminal record, and
little education. This can limit these individuals from becoming successful. Also, for women in
particular, domestic violence is a leading cause of homelessness. The country reported that the
top causes of homelessness among families were respectively: lack of affordable housing,
unemployment, poverty, and low wages.
In conclusion, we hope our readers learned to help the homeless. People need to help
them and not be so harsh. You should try to be kind and help the homeless daily so that they can
get the resources they need in order to be successful in life. There are resources such as:
● Mercy Housing: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development program that
helps single mothers with financial problems.
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● Low income housing: A Federal housing assistance program that provides tax incentives
to owners of affordable housing.
● House of Hope Housing : The House of Hope Housing is a local housing program in
Orange County. This assists families in need.
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Colleges, Politics, and Free Speech
By Luke Kudlinski
Throughout history, dictators with both far left and far right wing bias have committed
horrible atrocities to stay in power and force their ideologies on their population. These dictators
are well known as Joseph Stalin, Adolf Hitler and King George III. People often say that those
who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it and this has fallen on deaf ears. While there are
only a handful of dictators in the world today, the suppression of free speech is still alive today
on college campuses. Through the interviews of two very different Chapman students, we learn
about Chapman University’s free speech policies, clubs that share both left and right wing bias
and the effect it has on the education of students.
When talking about Chapman’s free speech policy, it should be said that it is more
tolerant compared to other universities and colleges. For example, UC Berkeley was sued by a
conservative group for limiting their free speech. The court ruled in the student’s favor and UC
Berkeley had to pay 70,000 dollars in reparations, according to the Washington Examiner and
the San Francisco Chronicle. Also, in 2017 three college kids were arrested for “the horrible
crime” of handing out copies of the U.S. Constitution on school campus. This obviously didn’t
go well with the students so they sued. The court ruled In the students favor but, in
compensation, the students were only given 55,000 dollars. This is not a whole lot since that's
compensation for winning a lawsuit and compensation for going to jail while innocent. This may
seem like it doesn't apply to Chapman, but I asked a Chapman conservative about the topic and
he responded “Chapman does have its fair share of radicals with numerous of these people
(students and staff) either threatening, attacking, or downright mocking my conservative
friends.” Although it’s pretty obvious already that a college education that is bias towards any far
out there ideology is not good for the students to receive, the experience of this student should be
an example for all colleges for what not to be.
I interviewed a Chapman Conservative to ask him about about free speech and how it is
at Chapman University. The person we interviewed was Fred (pseudonym) of the Chapman
Republican Club. When asked if the Chapman Republican Party was more extremely right wing
or more moderate, he responded with “I think that Chapman Republicans are more moderate
right than extreme. A decent amount of Republicans I know tend to have leftist views on certain
social aspects and are more about smaller government in general.” After that I asked him the
same thing but about the Chapman Democrats and he responded with “I think Chapman
Democrats are more moderately left, especially in comparison to most college campuses. A vast
majority of the students and staff here tend to be open and tolerant of these opposing ideas.
However, Chapman does have its fair share of radicals with numerous of these people (students
and staff) either threatening, attacking, or downright mocking my conservative friends.” Then, I
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asked them about his views about freedom of speech. He said “I absolutely believe in freedom of
speech and thought on both sides no matter the content. At the end of the day, if we start
silencing views we deem extreme, then we'll keep silencing other views after that while calling
those views "extreme". Finally, Fred ended the interview saying that “It doesn't feel like there's a
lot of clubs out there for people that think like me. I definitely notice a lot of clubs that are
centered around ideas that are left wing. This has numerous reasons behind it. On one end,
Chapman conservatives need to do a better job and put more effort into actually getting out there
and making the presence feel greater. However, I also notice a staff that is super
anti-conservative and will do anything to silence them or prevent our ideas from spreading.” So
in summary, the Chapman Republican thinks that conservatives at Chapman are better off in
terms of free speech compared to other colleges, but it still is no cakewalk for them.
Then we interviewed a student with more left wing views to learn about the other side.
His answers were mostly informative. For example, he agreed with the Chapman conservative
when I asked him about how far extreme the left is. He said ”I consider myself fairly
progressive liberal, however there are many issues upon which I sympathize with conservative
points of view.” But, there was one answer he gave to my question that was contradictory to
what the Republican said. For example, he said that there was “something for everyone when it
came to Chapman’s clubs”. Another thing to note is that when I asked him about freedom of
speech he said that “I would say there’s a lot of confusion about what qualifies as the
suppression of free speech. In terms of political correctness, there is a blurry line between what
someone should say, and what someone can say”. Then, later in the answer he gave me, he said
“as long as your rhetoric does not unjustly defame anyone's character or threaten anyone with
emotional or bodily harm, I would be happy to hear what you have to say.”
After doing hours of research and interviewing multiple people, I have concluded that
political bias on college campuses is causing a rampant issue about freedom of speech and
thought. Although it would be better off for the human race if we all had the same ideas and were
able to work together, the reality of the human race is that people have different opinions and
that might not be a bad thing because it makes everybody unique. But, when too much authority
falls in the hands of those with strong left wing or right wing bias, freedom of thought and
expression becomes a problem worth fighting for on college campuses.
Sourcs
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0002870305001250
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2018/09/14/more-than-half-of-transgen
der-male-adolescents-attempt-suicide-study-says/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.5758c85af5fb
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aVDC0BNTIcUoJSaVlvfc6Hj1TMGes2NBD0bZw7ZoLjc
/edit
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/10FqpNXciuCDw64VndDDLfjaT-MXBg4EW9C8OYm0c
Uys/edit
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Animal Liberation
By Samantha Mbodwam
If you encountered a burning building with both a human child and a puppy, which one
would you save? Although you may shed a tear at the thought of the wailing dog, there is good
reason to believe that your answer is leaning towards the child. But why? This is where the
beginning of speciesism arises, which is what Peter Singer in Animal Liberation discusses as “a
prejudice or bias in favour of the interests of members of one’s own species and against those of
members of other species”—human life must be protected at all costs.
In essence, the term “speciesism” is utilized to discuss the point of view that an
individual’s status as a human being makes them entitled to moral rights that we are not
obligated to give to animals. Social systemic power imbalances and the flaws in how we
socialize in a toxic manner but also how we treat animals as well, for we treat them as if they are
less worthy of life due to their socially constructed inferiority. It may be argued that it is
ethically appropriate to consume animals due to the concept of “survival of the fitness,” but that
does not justify the cruelty that animals must undergo through the food production process. In
essence, if society continues to categorize and judge based upon species, it allows for space of
other forms of other discrimination to develop as well.
The discourse surrounding speciesism is just a specific extension of a process of social
categorization, “the natural cognitive process by which we place individuals into social groups,”
as discussed in a social research project conducted by BC Campus. This process is what leads to
the segregation and mistreatment of animals within American culture especially, for animal lives
are socialized to be worth less than that of humans, and humans have been established as the
master race. People are able to view social categorization as an issue when it is in respect to
sub-groups of people within the human species, but the same logic is not applied when it comes
to other creatures.
Society ought to focus on the ethical needs of all living beings as individuals instead of
strictly throwing beings into certain categories to justify the unjust treatment of creatures who
breathe, feel, and live just like humans do. Through this type of approach at looking at animal
life in a more justified manner, people can develop an overall more well-rounded sense of
empathy and compassion for life in general. Even if an individual were to not agree that animal
life is the equivalent to that of a human, there can hardly be any harm in advocating for a greater
amount of empathy in the world.
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Smoking and Vaping
By Alexa Muro
According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse for Teens, “roughly 10.8 million
people, including teens, smoke and vape in the U.S. Out of these 10.8 million people, 7 out of 10
high school students and middle school students vape and smoke. Tobacco companies target kids
since they are more likely to try it because of the different types of flavors and the addictive
chemical nicotine. Smoking has many dangerous effects that can damage your body. It should be
stopped because the flavors and ads are targeting youth and the effects are very harmful.
Vaping has many flavors that make it easier to get addicted. Sour Patch Kids,
BubbleGum, Cotton Candy are all flavors that have targeted teens and kids. On many vaping or
smoking websites they don't ask for people's ages, which makes smoking and vaping easier.
These flavors affect teens in many ways. According to KidsHealth’s Hillary B. Gordon, “when
kids vape with flavors the brain can slow down brain development in teens and affect memory,
learning self control, attention, and mood.” Flavors can also increase addiction later on in life,
which is why they should remove flavors to these vapes.
Vaping could lead teens to smoking nicotine everyday or chewing tobacco, which have
many effects to them such as stains on teeth, problems with breathing, and coughing. If teens
continue to smoke, they may get irritation and inflammation of the stomach and intestines which
is painful and may lead to cancer. Smoking could also increase risk of painful ulcers along the
digestive tract. People that smoke can have trouble smelling and tasting and they'll most likely
get wrinkles on their skin. They'll have a higher risk of blindness and could get gum disease. If
teens, kids, and adults stop smoking and vaping they are less likely to deal with these effects. If
they continue, they are likely to get lung cancer or any of the other health issues listed here.
Sometimes on TV, you see vaping ads that promote vaping and you might think it's not
bad if you try it once. Some ads show some teenagers smoking a juul or a cigarette which can
encourage teens to smoke. Sometimes when you’re driving, you might see a big sign that says
“Juuls sold here” or “Vapes are sold here.” Ads should help kids not smoke or vape by showing
the effects that could happen in the future. If teens keep smoking and vaping, it could lead to a
nicotine addiction later on in life.
Our community can help stop vaping and smoking. There are many ways we can end
smoking and vaping. We could have therapy and classes for people that are trying to quit. In
these classes we would talk about the effects and what could end up happening if we continue
smoking. We could have people that are trying to quit talk to their doctors more about quitting
smoking. We could encourage people to exercise and stay busy during the process of ending
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smoking. These things could make quitting smoking much easier. Overall, smoking and vaping
should be prevented.
Sources:
https://teens.drugabuse.gov/blog/post/how-does-addiction-taste-flavored-tobacco-products-and-e
-cigs-are-no-safer-unflavored
https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/e-cigarettes.htmlns/e-cigarettes.html
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Immigration Situations
By Jasmine Nava & Dayana St. Clair
Our topic is about immigration. It’s important to us because we want to know why the
people come here to the U.S. I think that other people shouldn’t take away others’ family
members. We want the readers to know how immigrants feel when they are separated from their
families, and inspire them.
Family Separation
Family separation may have hit thousands more migrants’ children than reported. In May
2018, the government caused more than 2,300 children to be separated from their parents.
Children need their parents to survive. Under President Donald Trump’s administration,
thousands of more children may have been separated from their parents at the border than
previously before. The government has to stop separating parents and children. Trump ended the
“zero tolerance” policy with an executive order on June 20, 2018. People need to understand
how families feel when their children are separated from them.
Controlling families at the southwest border increased significantly after the
pseudo-interventions. There is a policy of separating children from their parents at the United
States southwest border. According to ABC News, President Donald Trump separates families
with the potential of not knowing when they would see their family members again. The people
working at the shelter near the border had been instructed not to pick up or touch the children to
comfort them. Imagine not being able to pick up a child who is not yet out of diapers.
Children Mental health
Many immigrant children have mental health issues. The children don’t want to talk
anymore because they were prevented from communicating for weeks or longer. Children
released back to their parent’s are exhibiting signs of anxiety. Many children who could be
benefited from treatment do not get the help they need. The immigrant people have signs of
anxiety disorders as well.
We need to know how they feel about their mental health and what expressions they
portray now. All of Mexico can influence the long term outcome for separated children. When
the children and parents are reunited, they don’t talk because of the traumatic situation they went
through previously. Children's mental health is a paradox. Links between poverty and poor
mental health are found more in immigrant children than non-immigrant children. Girls have
fewer emotional problems than immigrant boys, according to US News. Although less common,
development disorders like depression and lack of attention occur.
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Children who grow up through traumatic family separation develop mental health
problems which can result in lower educational achievement, greater involvement with the
criminal justice system, and fewer stable placements in the child welfare system than their peers.
Understanding more about the protective factors against mental illness is being explored. People
may find that a hyperactive, anxious, or psychotic child is having a reaction to a medication.
The government plans have not worked since separating parents and children, but this did
not deter immigrants from coming to the U.S. People have to think about parents and how
children feel and reach out to help these parents and children. When young children get separated
they do not know what is happening We should help parents and children to reunite. We need to
know the existing problems immigrant families have and work to help them. Immigrant people
come to the U.S because they want a better life and to get a good job and they want to be with
their family, and no one should stop them from this.
Families coming to the U.S
“Separating parents from their children could be a tough deterrent.”
This year, within the last four months, apprehension was up to 500 percent over May
2017. Notice that even as awareness of the new policy increased, the number of family-unit
apprehensions did not substantially change. People become refugees when
they’re desperate to escape violence. Wendy Young from the Washington Post said that “The
violence is throughout Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala. The government is too weak or
too corrupt to control it. So people make the only choice they feel they have available and they
run.”
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Bullying In School
By Lizbeth Teran
In the article, “Facts About Bullying,” it states “between 1 and 4 U.S students say that
students are being bullied.” Bullying is already a serious problem. According to the article “How
To Prevent Bullying, “most bullying happens in middle school.” The most common types of
bullying are verbal and social. The question is, what are teachers and adults doing to prevent
bullying?
Teachers and administrators need to be aware that bullying generally happens in areas
such as the bathroom, crowded hallways, school busses, and social media. They need to be aware
of all those places and take it seriously. What teachers should do is talk to students when they are
younger because when they grow up they are not going to care anymore and not listen. They
should also emphasize that telling is not tattling. All school staff needs to be trained on what
bullying is, what the school’s policies are, and how to enforce the rules. Parents, school staff, and
other adults in the community can help kids prevent bullying by talking about it and building a
safe school environment. Parents, teachers and other adults may not be aware of all the digital
media and apps that a child is using. That means there are more opportunities for the child to be
exposed to potential cyber bullying.
What can bullying lead to? The fear and anxiety caused by being a bullying victim can
make it difficult to focus at school. Bullying can lead to having depression, suicidal thoughts,
and low-self esteem. Some kids are so tormented by their bullies that they actually choose
suicide as an alternative to their pain, which should never be an option. The experience of being
bullied can end up causing lasting damage to victims. In the article “The Long-Lasting Effects
Of Bullying,” it states that “Kids who are regularly targeted by bullies often suffer both
emotionally and socially. Not only do they find it hard to make friends, but they also struggle to
maintain healthy friendships. When kids are continually called ‘fat’ or ‘losers,’ they begin to
believe these things are true. Consequently, they may skip classes and resort to drugs and alcohol
to numb their pain. And if bullying is on-going, they may develop depression and even
contemplate suicide.”
Also, in the article, “Support the Kids Involved,” it states that “We should also help the
bystanders who witness bullying. Even kids who witness bullying can still be affected. Many
times, when they see bullying, they may not know what to do to stop it. They may not feel safe
stepping in the moment, but there are many other steps they can take. All kids involved in
bullying—whether they are being bullied, bullying others, or seeing the bullying—can be
affected. It is important to support all kids involved to make sure the bullying doesn’t continue
and effects can be minimized. That is why bullying should be prevented.”
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In conclusion, what can we do to prevent bullying? We can prevent bullying by modeling
how to treat others with kindness and respect. Help kids understand bullying, talk about what
bullying is and how to stand up to it. Tell kids that bullying is unacceptable. Make sure kids
know to get help from adults. We can prevent bullying by encouraging kids to speak to a trusted
adult. Talk about strategies for staying safe, such as staying near adults or groups of other kids.
Help kids take parts in activities, interests, and hobbies they like. Some activities can help build
confidence and friendships that help protect kids from bullying. We can prevent bullying by
keeping the lines of communication. You can listen to them, and ask about school. Lastly, that is
why I think bullying is bad and why we should stop it.
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Mental Health Should Be Part of Health Education Classes
By Heaven Wong
Mental health is a big deal. Physical education and health classes are important, but they
are not enough. Learning about cancer and alcohol and drugs are very important, but we need to
give our students more. Mental health is such a relevant topic in adolescents’ lives and our
education system should recognize it as a necessary topic to be talked about in the classroom.
Mental health should be a mandatory component of health education in all middle and high
schools.
This past fall, a new law went into effect in New York, making it the first state to require
mental health as part of health education in schools. “The intention is to give students the
knowledge they need to recognize in themselves and others when they need help”
(https://www.nbcnews.com/better/health/fall-all-new-york-students-will-be-learning-about-ment
al-ncna911031). How beautiful is that. Our education system has the potential to give support to
students and encourage students to give support to each other in light of the rise of mental illness.
Other states need to follow in New York’s footsteps to support the well-being of all students.
According to the American Psychiatric Association, “fifty percent of mental illness
begins by age
14”(https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-families/warning-signs-of-mental-illness). Many
challenges arise during middle school and high school, such as attending a new school, trying to
fit in, maneuvering through friend groups and family issues, thinking about college, and much
more. By implementing mental health as part of health education, students across the country
will be able to learn about what they or people around them might be dealing with at the moment
or in the future and be able to make decisions or ask for the necessary help to improve their
mental health. These are tools that I do not think students have because they ultimately do not
know.
There is a rise in mental illness and a rise in technology and social media use. Whether or
not that’s a coincidence, technology will not stop growing, and students will continue to spend a
lot of time on social media. A mental health component will allow teachers to help their students
make sense of what they see on social media and what is going on in the world. One recent tragic
event that occurred in early September of 2018 was the death of the famous artist, Mac Miller.
This story blew up on all media outlets. He struggled with substance abuse and depression and
died of a drug overdose. According to the New Yorker, prior to his death, Miller expressed, “I
really wouldn’t want just happiness. And I don’t want just sadness either”
(https://www.newyorker.com/culture/postscript/the-tragic-death-of-mac-miller-a-musician-whonever-stopped-evolving). Depression is real. Mental illness is real. Adolescents are being more
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and more exposed to mental illness whether in their own lives or through social media and the
lives of others. Schools need to help them understand what is going on. After Mac Miller’s
death, students might have concluded that depression is the same as sadness. The term
depression is very loosely used, but there is so much more to depression that schools can teach
students about through mental health education classes.
The addition of a mental health component in health education classes will also be a
reminder to students that they are not alone, and they do not have to walk a path of mental illness
alone. According to the National Alliance on Mental Illness, people usually wait up to 10 years
before asking for help (https://www.nami.org/learn-more/mental-health-by-the-numbers). We
can create an environment in schools where students learn to communicate what they’re feeling
and have the opportunity to do so. There will be a layer of authenticity brought to the classroom
if mental health education becomes implemented, and it has the potential to bring schools
together, connecting all levels, from principals to teachers to students. This seems to have been
one of schools’ biggest goals for a long time, because there is often a disconnect between at least
one of the three. There will need to be a high level of trust between all levels at schools because
mental health is not a joking matter. Once that level of trust is achieved, mental health education
will create positive change in adolescents’ lives, and we will start to see a decrease in mental
illness.
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